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Executive summary

The Victorian Government has committed to investigate fuel and fire management in Victoria's high
country, including the Alpine National Park, using strategic cattle grazing. A long term research trial
is planned to assess the effectiveness of fuel and bushfire risk management in Victoria's high country
using strategic cattle grazing.

To inform the design process for the long term research trial, DSE engaged GHD to consult with the
three main groups of people who have managed grazing and/or fire in the Victoria's high country to
document past and present grazing and fire management approaches and practices. The three
groups consulted were:

. Traditional owners with connections to Victoria's high country.

, The Mountain Cattlemens Association of Victoria.

. The Department of Sustainability and Environment and Parks Victoria

In consultation with DSE, GHD devised a stakeholder consultation program for the project. This
involved a range of facilitated focus group sessions, semi-structured group interviews and field visits,
and individual interviews by phone and in-person (see section 2 of this report for stakeholder
consultation session details).

GHD transcribed, in key point form, information divulged by each stakeholder group, along with
information from documents stakeholders directed GHD refer to. The information provided was
developed into a summarised conceptual model for each group, with more detailed explanation of
model components documented as sub-models. Draft models and sub-models were provided to the
relevant informant stakeholder groups for review and comment, and subsequently finalised by GHD.
The three models presented in this report, and the detailed sub-models in the appendices, are based
only on the information provided by the relevant groups and individuals interviewed. It is the intent of
the authors of this report to faithfully reproduce the information, views and knowledge of the
interviewees.

Model summaries

All the models vary in their arrangement. This reflects that the models operated at different times, in
various landscapes and different operating environment conditions. For example Traditional Owners
used fire in a pre-European settlement landscape free of the institutional and legal frameworks that
apply today, They also used fire for very different reasons to post-European settlement land
managers. Mountain cattlemen developed their traditional grazing and burning practices during times
before contemporary land tenure systems, and when Government and public interest in their activities
was very different to present times. They were not as constrained in their management of grazing and
fire as present day public land management agencies are. Therefore, by necessity, the model
constructs developed for each of the groups have a number of differences in layout although they
also have a number of similarities.

Traditional Owner model

Traditional owners used fire for a different range of reasons other than bushfire risk management.
Therefore the Traditional Owner model identifies:

. The basic survival/subsistence needs that were related to their use of fire;

. How and/or Why they used fire to meet their basic needs; and

. What impact their fire use had on high country vegetation groups and the landscape generally



Mountain Cattlemen model

Mountain cattlemen used fire to reduce bushfire risk in the high country and to prevent a decline in

the condition (feed abundance and quality) of their grazing leases. In particular they claim substantial
bushfire risk reduction benefits arise from their management, and without grazing and/or burning
substantial increases in bushfire risk arise. Therefore their model is essentially a cause and effect

style modelidentifying:

. The grazing and burning practices traditionally applied;

. The effect of these practices on vegetation and fuel characteristics;

. How the fuel modification arising from grazing and burning affects fire behaviour;

. How the changes to fire behaviour alter the likelihood and consequence of fires and therefore
bushfire risk at the high country landscape scale

DSE and PV high country fire management model
DSE and PV identified strongly that the circumstances and management objectives to which they
manage fire are very different from those that applied in the past. With the range of risks being
managed (some competing) and objectives being pursued, they generally identified a risk
management approach. Therefore the DSE PV model identifies:

. The general risks and constraints under which contemporary public land management
operates;

. Risk factors considered during risk assessment;

. The broad suite of risk treatments pursued to address the range of risks;

. How bushfire mitigation and other risk management measures are applied in different high
country vegetation groups and the general effect on high country fire regimes

Model depictions

Each of the three models are summarised in the 'model-on-a-page' models in section 3 of this report.

Models complete with their sub-model descriptions which explain more fully the model components
are provided in Appendices A to C.
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The Victorian Government has committed to investigate fuel and fire management in Victoria's high
country, including the Alpine National Park, using strategic cattle grazing. A long term research trial is
planned to assess the effectiveness of fuel and bushfire risk management in Victoria's high country using
strategic cattle grazing.

The Mountain Cattlemen's Association of Victoria (MCAV) believe that cattle grazing in conjunction with
burning conducted as their ancestors did in the high country, is an effective tool for fuel reduction and
thus bushfire risk management. There is a view that while this cannot be said to emulate past Aboriginal
burning practices, it may provide a modern day method for managing fire risk in the high country.

Prior to setting up a long term research trial it is important to have an understanding of past and current
burning practices in the high country, including:

, Past Aboriginal burning practices.

, Grazing and burning practices traditionally conducted by mountain cattlemen.

D The current fire management practices conducted by Parks Victoria and the Department of
Sustainability and Environment,

This project has been set up to develop three separate models through discussions with the relevant
stakeholders, the models are:

, Traditional Owner practice model

, High country grazing & burning model

, Conservation reserve management (without livestock grazing) model

Background to Project



Focus Group Discussion2.1

Two focus group discussions were held to gather information for the development of models. One focus
group was held in Omeo with members of the MCAV on the 3rd June 201 I. Attendees are listed in Table
I below.

Methodology

Table I

Graeme & We ridy Stoney

Mark Goleman

Attendees at MCAV focus group 3" June 201,

Simon Turner

Richard Faithful

John Cook

David Hurley

Chris Cooper

Bruce MCCormack

Joe Connley

Phillip Coinmins

Glenn Chalwell

Keri Hewood

Chris and Jeanette Coinmins

Mansfield

Charlie & Glenda Lovick

Heyfield

Bindi (via Swifts Creek)

Benambra

Vince & Di Pendergast

Scott Jennison

Brian Higgins

Benambra

Dargo

Black Mountain (Gelantipy)

Mansfield

Another focus group was held with members of the GunailKurnai and southern Monero Traditional
Owner groups in Orbost on the 29th June 2011 (for notes from the discussion Appendix A). The
Taunurung declined an invitation to be involved. Attendees are listed in Table 2 below

Benambra

Ensay

Myrtleford

Myrtleford

Ensay

Mansfield

Benambra

Balmsdale

Heylield



Table 2

Ai!een Blackburn

Attendees at Traditional Owner focus group discussion 29 June 201,

Alex Mongta

Rachel Mullett

A1bert Mullett

Susan Martin

Dawn Mongta

David Hewat

Kevin Murray

Focus groups were held in a semi-structured interview format whereby a number of questions were
asked to gather information on burning and grazing practices (specifically looking at where, when, why,
what and how) and the impacts these practices had on the landscape and subsequent bushfire risk.

Semi-structured interviews and site visits2.2

A number of semi-structured interviews and site visits were also held with informants from the MCAV

including:

D Chris Coinmins

D SImon Turner

, John Cook

, Buff (John) Rogers

D Kevin Higgins

, Mark Coleman

No other interviews have been transcribed as they were conducted during site visits; however
information from these site visits has been used to inform the model. Site visits in duded the Nunniong

run out from Ensay and Kevin Higgins freehold land at I 300m, out from Licola.

Cann River

Cann River

Bruthen

Bruthen

Orbost

Cann River

Newmerella

Orbost

DSE and PV model consultation2.3

Input for the DSE I PV model was obtained through a series of phone and face-to-face consultations.
Table 3 on the following page lists consultations that were undertaken:



Table 3

Liam Fogarty (DSE)

David Nugent (PV)

Peter Jacobs (PV)

Dan Jamieson (PV)

Ben Rankin (DSE)

Evan Lewis (DSE)

antcipants in DSEIPV model consultations (JulylAugust 20, , )

Development of Models2.4

Models were developed based on focus group discussions, interviews and site visits. As outlined in the
brief for this project no literature reviews were undertaken as part of this project, appropriate references
were used when they were supplied by informants or where they were found to support assertions made
by informants. The MCAV also provided a number of photos for inclusion in the models. Diagrams were
also developed as part of the high country grazing and burning model in order to better explain aspects
of this model.

Melbourne

Review of notes and models2.5

Notes from focus group discussions and draft models were provided to informants in order to allow them
the opportunity to provide feedback. Appropriate changes were made to focus group notes and models
based on this feedback. The Traditional Owner practice model is provided in Appendix A the mountain
cattlemen high country grazing and burning model is provided in Appendix B; and the conservation
reserve management (without livestock grazing) model is provided in Appendix C.

Melbourne

Bright

Bright

Swifts Creek

Bairnsdale
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All the models vary in their arrangement. This reflects that the models operated at different times, in
various landscapes and different operating environment conditions. For example Traditional Owners
used fire in a pre-European settlement landscape free of the institutional and legal frameworks that apply
today. They also used fire for very different reasons to post-European land managers. Mountain
cattlemen developed their traditional grazing and burning practices during times before contemporary
land tenure systems, and when Government and public interest in their activities was very different to
present times. They were riot as constrained in their management of grazing and fire as present day
public land management agencies are. Therefore, by necessity, the model constructs developed for each
of the groups have a number of differences in layout although they also have a number of similarities.

The three models presented in this report, and the detailed sub-models in the appendices, are based
only on the information provided by the relevant groups and individuals interviewed. It is the intent of the
authors of this report to faithfully reproduce the information, views and knowledge of the interviewees.

Model summaries

Traditional Owner model3.1

Traditional owners used fire for a different range of reasons other than bushfire risk management
Therefore the Traditional Owner model identifies:

. The basic survival/subsistence needs that were related to their use of fire;

How and/or Why they used fire to meet their basic needs;

What impact their fire use had on high country vegetation groups and the landscape generally

Mountain Cattlemen3.2

Mountain cattlemen used fire to reduce bushfire risk in the high country and to prevent a decline in the
condition (feed abundance and quality) of their grazing leases. In particular they claim substantial
bushfire risk reduction benefits arise from their management, and without grazing andlor burning
substantial increases in bushfire risk arise. Therefore their model is essentially a cause and effect style

model identifying:

o The grazing and burning practices traditionally applied;

. The effect of these practices on vegetation and fuel characteristics;

. How the fuel modification arising from grazing and burning affects fire behaviour;

. How the changes to fire behaviour alter the likelihood and consequence of fires and therefore
bushfire risk at the high country landscape scale

DSE and PV high country fire management model3.3

DSE and PV identified strongly that the circumstances and management objectives to which they
manage fire are very different from those that applied in the past. With the range of risks being managed
(some competing) and objectives being pursued, they generally identified a risk management approach.
Therefore the DSE PV model identifies:



The general risks and constraints under which contemporary public land management operates;

. Risk factors considered during risk assessment;

. The broad suite of risk treatments pursued to address the range of risks;

How bushfire mitigation and other risk management measures are applied in different high country
vegetation groups and the general effect on high country fire regimes

Model depictions3.4

Each of the three models are summarised in the 'model-on-a-page' models on the following pages
Models complete with their sub-model descriptions which explain more fully the model components are
provided in Appendices A to C.



Land-based basic survival needs

Land produc. s sufficient variety and
abundance of locally available food to sustain
population

General needs

Water quality in firers provides good drinking
water and favourable habitat for aquatic food
sources

Conceptual model of high country Traditional Owner fire use

PenmanenV, runslent camp areas and their
Inhabitants ITraditional Owners) are riot burnt
outlkill. d by fires

Game aninnlhabitaland vegetative food
sources are riot burnt out across large
landscape areas causing widespread food
availability crises

Travel foul. s are safe and clear to walk

Land is maintained in a 'healthy' condition
maintaining the wellb. ing of 'country' and its
p. CPIo

Use fire across food gallreiing areas to optimiselhe avaibbility and
abundance of favoured road sources (idealIy promoiing a range of
different foods and a continuous food supply)

Traditional Owner Fire Use

Use low intensity fire in catchments 10 mmgale against high
Inlendlylimpad fires which cause severe waler quality and aquatic
hab, tat degradation

Where necessary. use lire around permanent and transient camp
areas to elimirBte the possibility of a high intensity fire in the camp
area

It is riot possible to establish quantitativeIyhow much of the high country landscape was burnt, and flow often, by Aboriginal
people prior 10 European somement. However. we know that Ahahgirial people made extensive use o1. and travels through, the
high country Ihistorical accounts of very large high country 98thehngs 1500+). the existence of ceremonial sires and stone
artefacls provide evidence). Tradiliorel Owners state that fire was a part of their everyday adjvimes (Irreluding for lifesusiaining
reasons SIIch as protecting themselves dimng travels arul at campsites. and for maintaining the availability of food-lines) arxi was
fundamenlalto their relationship with the land and their owl health am wellbeing - they did not change their culture when they
got to the high country

In terns of the extent of fire use, the significant number of tribal groups gathering in the high counu y from late spring to early
autumn. for annual 0090ng moth feasting and other gathahngs. arxilhe diversity of havelroutes the dlfferenigroups took to travel
up into the high counlry 9199esls that Aboriginelfire use could have been alleasi as widely distributed as their travel routes

Orca in ,he high county, the fact that Aboriginal people had a diet wider than bogong in o1hs alone. and as hunter^airierers lhey
sought 10 maximiselhe availability of their food-lines in the landscape, then it is reasonable to assLime that fire use in the alpine
and sub-alpine areas was signMcanUy more widespread than just iheir campfires. Traditional owners slate that they used fire in
the high country landscape to fadlibte t, ^ gathering of vegetative and non-vegetative food sources. ar^ 10 maintainiheir food-
lines for Inure seasons. They gathered foods 10r 5.1bsistence and trade. as they were available. wherever Ihey went.

Use fire to maintain a mosaic of game animal habitats and gramh
stages and iniiigaie against the oneurrence of widespread high
intensity fire that kills large numbers of game animals and
homogenises habitat and food source growlh stages

Notes: E Grit and fro u. nc of Traditional Owner bumin in the Australian A1

Use fire to reduce fuels Ifor travelling group protection) in areas
aligned with travel rouies

Use fire to minimise high-impact fire extremes Isize and seventy) so
the condition of couniry is not degraded over broad areas and thus the
wellbeing of people is no, adversely impacted

Traditional Owner fire use - Landscape effects

Grasslands

Areas regularly or cyclically used to hunting and galh ring
food sources, or as Ira elli 910u es. are main amco in a
more frequently burnt condition. with frequency optimised to
favoured food source productio (young and vigorousj. Fire
f uency in less U ilised' grasslan s is from lightni g and
fires s reading from more freque ay b inI areas.
Grassy roadlands

reas regularly or cyclically used for hunting and gathering
food sources or as travelling routes are in a more frequently
burnt condition. with frequency optimised to favoured food
source prod. cocoon. Areas around penmaneni and transient
compares are burnt as frequently as conditions allow.
Summer wildfires burning into frequently burni grassy
woodlands spread as low intensity lires in short open
clumped grass wiih negligible impact on overstorey trees
(, educed impact on food-"nes). Shrub coverts kept patchy.
Montane forests

Many moriiane forest areas were riot burnt. particularly those
with dense andor of mesiC understoreys un h abundan fuel
bu1 o1 low flammability in most years' Burning was
undertaken in some grassy moniane forest areas where
these were food source areas or travel routes.

Aboriginal burning in more open. dryer foresVwoodland types
adjacent to moritane forest areas served to redLroe the
Intensity of summer wildfires reaching momane forest areas
This reduced the frequency of fires Impacting moritane
forests. largely restricting such eventsio occasions when
wildfires penetrated from adjaceniusodlands in severe
drought years in under the influence of severe fire neather.
Woodlands and drv forests with mixed oresslshrub
understorev

Areas regularly or cyclically used for hunling and galhering
food sources, or as travelling routes. are mainlained in a
more frequently burnt condtion. wiih frequency optimised to
favoured food source produdion. Fire frequency in less
utilised' woodlands is from lightning and fires spreading from
more frequently burnt areas.
OVERALL LANDSCAPE EFFECT

Frequenty used low Intensity fire applied by Aboriginal
people (arxi also arising from lightning) in grasslands. grassy
woodlands and those open woodlandlforest areas t, rey
frequented to gather and hunt food .am to Iravel through,
created a mosaic of reduced fuel areas in the landscape
which served to resincl the spread and intensity o1 summer
fires burning in adverse weather. These Aboriginal groups
that lived in, hunted and gathered load within. and travelled
through tile areas Ihey froquen"y burnt were afforded a
signMcanldegree protection from summer wildfires. as were
the food-lines they accessed from the areas Ihey managed
nth the firestick



Conceptual model of traditional high country grazing and burning: effect on bushfire risk reduction

Himh countrv ve. elation state*

' Upon arrival of pioneer cattlemen
Onen Grassland areas: Healthy open-clumped
grasslarxi. easy 10 walklride Inrough. highly
palatable to stock. kept open and srrort by low
intensity lightning fires and Aboriginal burning
Grassv subaloine woodlands: tinostly snow
gum and black sally) Open cover of mature
trees teasy to tide through) with vigorous
open^lumped snow grass. favourable for
grazing. Low intensity lightning fires aru
Aboriginal burning kept grassy underSIorey
open and easy to walk throngh
Woodlands with mixed Grass!shrub
understorey: Taller mixed species stands at
lower elevations with grassy understorey wilh
scattered shrubs - easy to ride and move
cattle through. Unrestrained lightning fires and
Aboriginal burning maintained grass
do minarree; easy to move stock through
adequate feed for stock
01her veoetation riot Grazed in SIock

Scrub dominated rocky patches. forests with
111egfass cover

Effect of orazina and crazier buminn
on VBuetatlon and fuel characteristics'

Onen orasslands: Grass kept shod
open-clumped and mostly green even
through summer. Grass response to
grazing and burning was strong growth of
fresh green grass during the growing
season. Inter-Iussock spaces were kept
open. favouting a variety of herbaceous
ground cover plants. Grazing and burning
inhibited proliferation of woody shrubs
maintaining dominance of grass and
diverse herbage
Grassv, o0dlandsIs now aumlblack
SallyI: Grass kepi shod. open clumped
and mostly green. Sparselpatchy stirub
presence in under storey maintained
Grazing and low intensity burning
prevented woodland 'thickening'
mainiaining an open cover of mature trees
(, egeneration of young Irees was mostly
associated with occasional disturbance
events such as higher intensity summer
fires or after rabbit plagues)
Negiigible ladder fuel between short grass
urxierslorey and overstorey tree canopy
Woodlands with mixed Grasslshrub

uridersiorev: Newseason grass grazed
short. rank grass remains, some shrubs
browsed but not removed. Low-intensity
burning maintains a grassy understorey
do mingled by young grass. and prevents
increasing shrub domination. Juvenile
shrubs may be killed in burnt patches, but
larger. aduli(low-intensity fire 101erani)
shrubs remain in burnt and unburnt
patches. Burning chars bark on fibrous
barked Iress, and reduces leaf litter and
suspended bark Ireducing ladder Iuels)
Areas where orazino and burnino are
exduded: Snow grass clumps grow
accumulating dead thatch with each
growing season. crowding out inter
Iussock spaces and creating a dense
accumulation of fine fuel (flammable
under a wide range of corxiitions). Shrubs
increase in extenl. cover and height with
ongoing absence of fire. A low frequency
high intensily fire regime promotes
shrubby under 510rey thickening. Fibrous
barked EUCalypts accumulate flammable
bark and add leantwig liner to understorey
grass am shrub fuels

Grazing' land burnin. 21 Drastice

E, !grit: Grazing in grassland, grassy
woodlands and grassy forest extensively
across high couniry to above tree line.
Grazina cycles: At loner elevations - all year
round while ever Ilere was suncient grass to
maintain stock condition. At higfrer elevations
(above~800m)stocklaken up Iaie sping and
brought donn as firsl big autumn frosts arrived
SnOckino levels: According to seasonal
conditions. stocked to level al which herd
maintainstimproves condition. Historical
stocking levels {when burning was allowed)
rere significanty higher than current levels
Burnirro: Grazing conducled in conjunction
with ongoing patch-burning. Burning conducted
in grasslands. grassy coodlarxis and 'bush
runs' thereverrank grass or shrubs had
accumulated to levels sufficientlo carry low
intensity fire. There was 00 fixed cycle for
grazier burning - selection of palcheslareas for
burning was based on condilion assessment
Intervals between burns in grasslandlgrassy
coodland. were typically around 6-7 yearsin
lightly or ungrazed areas. and around 4 years
in more routinelygrazed areas

be aviour'

Grazed Grasslands: Short. open-
c urnp" and mostly green grass will noi
carry fire even hrough summer. In
recent severe fire events (2003 2006)
many recently grazed open high country
grassland areas did not bum. providing
suruivable refuge for dock. firefig ters
and equipment. ire may cross short
grazed areas as embers from forests
and woodlands
Grassv coodlands is new Gumlblack

aa!"!I: In maiu, e snO" gumlblack sally
stands wiih srrorl grazed grass. fires
burning in extreme neat or will riot bum
or reduce in behaviour to a low intensity
sunace g ass fire. Ra e of spread and
" e intensity a e reduced by the low
grass fuel availability aru short sin, ciure.
and by the wir, d speed reduction effect ot
lire tree canopy. The extent o1 lull crowri
scorch is significantly reduced
In recentextr me firee nls fire
behaviourin short rec nily grazed snow
gum SIands has been educed so as to
prevenlsignificant tree mortality

codlan s wilh mixed Grass!shrub
understorev: n gra ed and low-in ens'ty
burn Moodlands wi h ini ed grasslshru

riderstorey. summer b shfire behaviour
is typically reduced to a syriace file
(519niflcan"y reducing crown fire except
on steep uphill runs and hi h fuel
patshes). here graz'rig only is carried
ou, Inn low intensity granier burning) fire

ehaviour is riot sign ficantly a ered due
nc'pailyto earsurface and elevated

shrub fuels and extreme ba k hazard
Areas whore oreziric and lire are
excluded: Long-unglazed and unbum
scow grass will bum vigorous y in a wide
range of corxiitions when fire gets in to
dead thatch accumulations(abundant
very fine fuel which is easily ignited)
Snow gum 00001ands with long-unbumt
and ungrazed grass or shrubby
understorey can support crown fires and
will support a vigorous surface fire likely
10 resuli in coinpleie and widespread
scorch and Iree mortality. Long-unbumt
grassyl shrubby woodlands may support
in ense surface fires and cron, files

V i nlf Land"ane fire innact and risk
reductions

TIE effect of high country grazing and
traditional burning praclices is 10
I reduce the exlen1 10 which summer

bushfires spread in high country
Iarxiscapes Idue to lonerlng rates
of fire spread). particularly redLicing
the likelihood of fires crossing high
alpine plateaus

I lengthening the interval betseen
highinlensitylimpact, ire events

I significanty redudng the impact of
bushfires on thin-barked coodland
tree species such as snow gum
which are killed if they surfer full
cramt scorch

I significantty reducing the extreme
soil erosion Impacis Ihal arise when
large scale high intensity fires
remove tree cover and bum long-
accumulated glow grass thatch at
high intensity

I Increase Ite resilience o1 high
country ecosystems to summer
bushfires by avoiding large scale
fuel accumulations. (summer fire
impacts are patchier unlh grealer
variety innreintensity)

I Increasing the opportunities for
control of unplanned summer
bushfires by increasing the extent
arxi connected ness of low fuel
areas there fire behaviourwill
moderate allowing suppression

I Reducing the potential for
catastrophic fire impacts in
sensitive systems (co. moss beds
ant peat bogs) by reducing fuel
around these such that summer
fires do riot burn into these features

Note: For landscape scale risk
reduction benefits to be reamsed.
alignment and disiribulion of grazing
runs along ajarge extentof ridge/
plateau systems is required. Small
scale piecemeal grazing can only
achieve small scale localised risk
reduction and cannot achieve broader
lardscape scale benefits . Grazing
without burning will significantylimit
effectiveness



Contemporary risks to manage and
operating constraints I

Local communities and holiday populations
dispersed through the high country landscape
at risk from bushfire impac,

Permanent settlements. local businesses, and
high. dependency infrastructure within high
country landscapes at risk from bushfire impact

Conceptual model of high country fire management by DSE I PV

,,,. Hig' '^;:I^a\^s^^;:" and

Cultural heritage items (many Irreplaceablel
within high country landscapes at rigk from
bushfire impco,

Natural values reserved in cons. Nation
reserves at risk from high. severity andlor
frequency bushfireimpact and requirlng a
vari. tv of fire regimes

Visitor experience enjoyment and regional
tourism business values which can be
adversely affected by fires and post. fire
impacts

Risk Assessment

Consideration of human life. properly and
infrastructure risks (on and off public land):
identification of locations where SLich values
at risk are SIIuated. Information sources
Include TOM, ship Protection Plans. OESC
Bushfire Risk Landcscape Mapping: Victorian
Fire Risk Register; spatial infrastructuredata
and local knonledge.

Occupational health and 3,101y laws to b.
complied with during fire management adjvil

Reputation al risks for public land manageme
agencies arising from highconsequence fire
and perceptions of too muchlnot enough
hazard management

Consideration of cultural hemage assets. their
localion. firevulnerability and proximity to lire
hazards.

SignMcant legal action risks arising from high.
consequencefires and incr. asinglitlgation
trends in contemporary society

Public expertations for planning transparency.
public consultation in planning processes. and
for operational accountability,

Fire Ecology Risk Assessment ~ based on
Ecological Vegetation Divisions (EVDs).
considers their theoretical Tolerable Fire
Intervals (TFls). their current post-fire age
classlgronih stage distributions and
seventy of recent fireimpacts. fire
response calegories and levelof
practicality, or application of prescribed
burning. EVDs with long TFls are typically
considered for inclusion in Fire
Management Zones which exclude or
provide for resthciion of planned burning.
EVDs which are 101erant of short to
moderale TFls are considered for inclusion
in Fire Managemen, Zones in chich

Ianned fire can be used

'19/2:
A number of these risks and constraints did not
exist. or exist to the same actsnt and degree. in
times pastimen differentfire management models
prevailed in the high country. Current SOCielal
expectation is that all these risks are appropriate Iy
managed.

Fire prevention programs: A range o1
activities are undertaken to reduce the
incidence of unplanned fires. These include
risk-based reserve closures, potential fire
generating activity restrictions. lire
arereneSS Signage and education actMties.
deterrence and enforcement patrols. Many
activities are Inter-agency

Risk Treatment

Fire mitigation programs3: Fuel
reduction programs are implemented 10
iniligate trie behaviour and impacts of
bushlires. Based on risk assessrnenl
(coveting lib, property and infrastructure,
cullural and nalural values), public land
areas are assigned to Fire Management
Zones for the purpose o1 identifying
appropriale bushfire mitigation corks
programs. Areas (small scale) adjacent io
fire vulnerable arsels may be assigned as
APZs. Siralegic locations inear settled
areas or across historical fire palhs) where
fire control advantages and spotting
reduction benefits can be gained may be
am coaled to SBMZs. Broader areas there
ecological risks are more prominent than
life and property impact rlsks, more fire
tolerant EVDs winch can be treated with
planned burning are assigned to the EMZ.
Areas that are considered fire sensitive
and would be negatively Impacted by
planned burning are assigned to the
PBEZ

Based on the manager, ent objectives for
each zone. land management units are
identified and scheduled jot planned
burning treatment through the Fire
Operations Planning process.

Consideration of access. controllinelfeature
availability and burn treatmenldifficulty
isales associated with particularlandscape
areas. This is done phncipally by deskiop
assessment o1 mapped features and tapping
into local knonledge of condi, ions and
Issues.

Polenlial impact issues boyorb public land
bour^anes are also considered. with smoke
management tourism impact issues key
considerations.

AIDine Treeless EVD:

Includes a range of alpine zone (and
frost hollow) jussoc grassland,
herbfields. open and closed heaths.
Those communities are cons, dered to be
fire sensing (TFls: 55 - 120 parsi and
Ihere, ore planned burning is e^Iuded
(bushfire recurrence typically within
TFls). A pine landscape considered
mainmable o Iy rarely in severe drought
(howerer. alpine shrubs are highly
nammable).
Hidh AIMude Wellarids EVD

Includes pe I bog , mossbedsandiens.
Considered ry fire sensitive ( Is: 90 -
. years). Planned burning ^Iuded; ,y
low flammability.
Hiah allifude shrublandA"codlan EVD:

Includes cob-alpine woodlands tincluding
snowgum). Considered fire sensitive
(TFls 35150 - 25 parsi and therefore

Ianne burning is excluded (bushfire
recurrence tvpic 11y within TFls). Grassy
or st, rub y understorey can be highly
flammable in drought years'

all Moist forest EVD

mically in mon ane zone on sheltered
aspects (incl. Alpine Ash). Meat or moist
grassy under$10rey Considered fire
sensilve (TFls 80 - 300 yrs) therefore
planned burning is excluded (bushfire
recurrence tintsa Iy within TFlsj.
Foothills Forest EVD:

Tolerant of low and high intensity fires.
but considered senate to lire reg'mes
more frequent than 10.5 years. Mosty
zoned 10 amowplanned burning.
OVERALL LANDSCAPE EFFECT

Notes:

APZ = Asset Protection Zone

SBMZ = Strategic Bustifire Moderation Zori
EMZ = Ecological Management Zone
PBEZ = Prescribed Burning Exclusion Zori
TFl = Tolerable Fire Interval

VD = ECC1 1001 V etation Division

Preparedness and Response programs.
Th s covers a wide range of adjvmes

Iuding community education, access and
a lily maintenance. response capability

read ness treasonal and daily). and bushfire
responsel'Incident management.

Recovery programs. Post-fire recovery
progra s ncluding restoration of services,

mm nity recovery assistance. suppression
corks rehabilitation. and unrks to prevent
POS -fi e degradation in natural areas.

Alpine, subalpine and moritane zones
carry mature-slate vegetation and fuel
loads unless ricenUy burnt by bushfires.
Regeneration is consittre to fire. but
generally only rone to firein corere
drought seasons. This residual risk is
managed through bust, fire suppression.
Unl ss burnt roc, n"y by bushfire. fire-
prone lower all"ude woodlands and
forests are idealIy more than 10 years
since fire - these can carry large high
In lensity fires in adrerse conditions.
Residua risks are managed through
reparedness and response programs



Appendix A

Traditional Owner conceptual model of high country burning

Click to open Appendix A



Appendix B

Mountain Cattlemen conceptual model for the application of
grazing and low intensity burning to manage fuel and bushfire
risk in Victoria's high country

Click to open Appendix B



Appendix C

Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE) and
Parks Victoria (PV) conceptual model of bushfire management
in Victoria's high country

Click to open Appendix C
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Traditional Owner hi h countr burnin model


Background


The issue of fire management in the Australian Alps has for many decades been at the
centre of a vigorous and somewhat polarised debate. Different approaches proposed
as to how fire in the high country should be managed typically rely on different
assumptions about historical high country fire regimes prior to European settlement.
The debate about pre-European settlement fire regimes can be characterised as
spanning a spectrum between two alternate hypotheses:


That fire was an mitequent event in alpine and sub-alpine ecosystems,
occasioned principalIy by occasional (low frequency) large high-intensity fire
events, brought about by the co- incidence of drought, lightning and severe
weather. Aboriginal fire use is suggested to have been restricted to small-
scales, localised to gathering sites, and within a brief season when Aboriginal
groups periodically gathered in the high country (ie. Aboriginal burning not
considered to be a significant factor influencing alpine and sub-alpine
vegetation). Frequent low intensity fire is considered likely to cause local
extinction of fire-sensitive alpine and sub-alpine species and therefore planned
low-intensity burning is generally excluded from alpine and sub-alpine areas


2. That alpine and sub-alpine ecosystems historically have experienced a
relatively frequent low intensity fire regime being a combination of
unrestricted lightning fires a very high proportion of which burnt at low
intensity and fire use in the high country by Aboriginal people (after
European settlement, the Aboriginal fire use component was replaced by
grazing and grazier burning). The resultant mosaic of different-aged burnt
patches, accruing over a number of years, acted to significantly reduce the
frequency, extent and impact of high-intensity fires occurring in adverse
seasons. The cessation of Aboriginal burning (and in recent decades,
prohibition of grazier burning) and the active suppression of a very high
percentage of lightning fires, and most recently the removal of grazing by
cattle, has led to unprecedented fuel accumulations across the high country
which is fuelling a cycle of high intensity fires of unprecedented frequency
and intensity.


Both alternate hypotheses rely on a view about how frequent and extensive the use of
fire by Aboriginal people was in the Australian Alps. Each is supported by very broad
generalisations about Aboriginal fire use. In an attempt to go beyond broad
generalisations, DSE commissioned GHD to consult with Traditional Owners from
Aboriginal groups with connections to Victorian high country landscapes, to identify
knowledge and practice in relation to Traditional Owner fire use in the Victorian high
country. GHD conducted a workshop with Traditional Owners from Aboriginal
groups with connections to Victorian high country landscapes, to construct a model of
high country Traditional Owner fire use.







Why Aboriginal groups with connections to Victorian high country used
fire


Traditional Owners expressed that the question of !^;!!>! they used (and still use) fire is
a strange question. This is because Traditional Owners consider they are in extricably
'connected' to fire in a similar way to being connected to land. Fire has for so long
been a part of Aboriginal culture that it is an intrinsic component of their existence
with, and connection to each other, the land and the spiritual world. For the
Traditional Owner groups interviewed, they considered fire was a fundamental part of
their everyday lives. Beyond a range of functional uses, fire has a central cultural
significance,


At the family level fire was their equivalent of white man's kitchen, dining table and
family room. For Aboriginal people most aspects of social interaction were
undertaken around the fire. For example, cooking and eating* conversation,
storytelling, planning and a range of other family-centred activities.


Fire as a central focal point of Aboriginal life continues from the family level to the
inter-family interaction level (eg. fire was equivalent to white man's meeting table for
daily and seasonal activity planning and class room for education), to the inter-tribal
level (a long distance communication tool, a warfare tool, and the centre of various
ceremonies). Very importantly also, fire is central to their connection with the land
itself (a part of how they cared for the land and 'tilled' their country) and their
connection to the spiritual world (fire was a means of communicating with the
spiritual world)


To the Victorian high country's Traditional Owners, fire was an in extricable part of
everyday life and was present wherever Aboriginal people were present. To this day,
many Aboriginal people living in contemporary society still have a fire spot out the
back of the house around which everyone tends to congregate and find comfort it's
still a fundamental part of their Aboriginality.


In functional terms, Traditional Owners expressed that fire was used to :


. look after the family,


. to make places safe, so you don't get burnt out, and to provide more generally
for the safety of children,
for warnith and cooking,
to provide light at night (imagine sitting in the bush without fire to sit around
and give light)
caring for the land, a tool for tending nature's garden and to promote the
growth of food sources,
for ceremonial reasons - to bring new life, helps the kids grow, keep the land
healthy, and look after totems,
to regenerate the land - after occupying a certain area and harvesting foods and
other resources, fire was used when leaving so that when they returned in the
future it was 'renewed' again,







for hunting and food gathering,
for the production of tools, weapons, vessels, infrastructure, instruments and
art,


to keep travel routes open and country safe to travel through,
to dry foods, possum skins and other goods,
to communicate presence in an area or signal transit through an area to others;
to protect waterways which were extremely important food sources for
Aboriginal people (upon which high intensity fires could cause severe,
widespread and long term health impacts),
continued connection to healthy land is part of Aboriginal wellbeing, 'we
suffer if the country suffers* (when we see big fires it's like a death in the
country similarly for clearing trees from the land)
spiritual reasons communicating with spirits (eg. to let certain spirits know
they were coining into an area of country; and cleansing bad spirits from
areas).


Where Aboriginal groups with connections to Victorian high country
used fire


Traditional Owners expressed, in the strongest terms possible, that they have always
maintained a strong connection to co"ntry, and this in dudes the high country.
They did not 'divide the landscape up' into units, categories or classifications as white
people do to Traditional Owners the land is all connected. Their use of fire in what
'white men' call the 'high country' was an extension of Traditional Owner's use of
fire in inland country at lower elevations and along the coast. Traditional Owners
expressed that they used fire everywhere they went. Wherever Traditional Owners
were they used fire for a range of purposes as outlined in the previous section


As Traditional Owners used fire wherever they were, a useful method for identifying
where they used fire is to identify the places they occupied and travelled.


There are a range of sources which document that Aboriginal groups occupied
territories spanning all the major river valleys connected to the Victorian high country
(some 70 named Aboriginal tribal groups river valleys emanating from the Australian
Alps from Gippsland to the western slopes of the Australian Alps). Aboriginal census
records and reports, and annual blanket distribution records, from the 19th century
reveal highly dispersed occupation by Traditional Owner groups, and any many
localities evidence of intense occupation'. The following river valley systems,
connected to the high country by travelling routes, are recorded as being occupied by
Traditional Owner groups:


Records of Robinson OA (Chief Protector of Aborigines for Port Phillip 1838 1849) and his
successor Thomas W; reports of Sinyth (Secretary Victorian Central Board for the protection of
Aborigines 1869 78); reports ofTyers CJ (Commissioner of Crown Lands at Port A1bert 1844
1858); Lambie I (Commissioner of Crown Lands Monar0 1841 1848) and the accounts of Howitt
and others indicate a large number of Aboriginal groups dispersed widely through the Monaro
tablelands and South Coast (NSW); Gippsland, and the valleys draining to the west of the high country
In north east Victoria and the south-west slopes area of NSW. Occupation extended well beyond the
coastal plains and major river systems groups occupied territories extending to the headwaters of
rivers and their tributaries.







Gippsland side of Great Dividing Range (including far SE NSW high country)


The upper Snowy river area including Dry river, Deep river, Delegate river,
Bendoc river and Bombala river


Lower Snowy river area including low Brobbrib river, Bemin river, Calm
river, Wingan river, Genoa river and Wallagarah river


. Mowamba river


. Upper Murrumbidgee river


. Buchan river


. Tambo river


. Nicholson river


. Mitchell river


. Dargo/Wonnangatta Rivers


. Avon River


. Macalister river


. Thornson River


. Latrobe River


Western side of Great Dividing Range:


. Broken River


. Fifteen Mile Creek


. Ovens/Buffalo Buckland Rivers


. Kiewa River


. Mitta Mitta River


. Upper Murray River


. Turnut River


Rivers were rich in resources and were extensively used by Traditional Owner groups
Surveys undertaken (eg such as those by Flood (1980) from the valley floors to the
tops of the surrounding ranges; along the Alpine Highway and Monero Tablelands;
and the junction of the Snowy and Deddick rivers to the upper regions) showed
Intense Occupation


There are numerous 'places of significance', including the following to namejust a
few of the better surveyed ones:


. Area of the Pyramids Massacre - located at the Pyramids near Buchan where
the Multindal river flows underground;
Royals camp creek this is both a historical and pre-contact site containing
artefacts and scarred trees, located on the Snowy river downstream from
MCKillops bridge
Cloggs Cave and New Guinea Caves near Buchan on the Snowy river indicate
occupation of 17,000 years before present, and 22,000 years before present;
A number of historic trails including (but not limited to) Deddick river
Aboriginal route; Ingeegoodbee track; Cooma to Suggan Buggan station cattle
route; Monero to Buchan travelling route on the west side of the Snowy river;







numerous other routes to the high country which pioneer cattlemen learnt fron
Traditional Owners


A number of other 'massacre sites' and places of conflict including the place
of the Wulgulmerang deaths; Murrendale homes tead; and the Tambo crossing
battle


Aboriginal presence within and use of alpine and sub-alpine areas


Traditional Owners consider their connection to the high country is permanent
and not diminished by the fact that during the winter season the higher elevation
parts of the landscape were not continuously occupied.


Aboriginal groups gathered in the high country (including in alpine and sub-alpine
areas) to conduct a range of activities including:


Initiation ceremonies;
Inter-tribal conferences to decide ceremonial matters;
War conferences;
For seasonal bogong moth feasts/festivals


Evidence of seasonal gatherings of Aboriginal groups for bogong moth feasts is well
documented (eg, Helms 1890; Payten 1949; Flood 1980). Bogong moth feast
gatherings typically occurred in late spring to early summer depending on seasonal
conditions. Aboriginal groups from both the western and eastern sides of the Alps
(including from coastal areas) travelled to the high country to take part in gatherings
associated with bogong moth feasts. Accounts of early European settlers speak of
large gatherings ' 500 at one time not being unusual' (Mitchell, 1926). Groups
travelling to the high country from afar held numerous other gatherings errrouie to and
from the high country. Traditional Owners identified that groups from as far away as
Yorta Yorta country were known to have gathered in the high country


The existence of bora rings above the snow line (eg. Bogong Mountain Bora Rings)
and numerous sites containing Aboriginal artefacts provides additional physical
evidence that Aboriginal groups had connections to and made extensive use of the
high country, and their activities were not limited to bogong moth gathering. For
example, more than 45,000 stone artefacts have been found in the Dinner Plain area,
approximately 80'0 of these being of white quartz. The Mitta Mitta river is an area
where a high number of artefacts have been found as well. On the Bogong High
Plains, artefacts dating back some 10,000 years have been found and the area is
known to have been a highly significant meeting place. Traditional Owners who were
involved in recent Aboriginal cultural heritage surveys following the 2003 fires (when
vegetation cover removal by fire improved prospects for locating sites and artefacts)
consider only a fraction of their special places and camp sites have been discovered


Traditional Owners expressed that there were compelling cultural reasons for
Aboriginal groups to gather in the high country. Firstly, the high country is
geographical Iy situated at a location central to access from groups in south-eastem
NSW, Gippsland, and the slopes and plains adjacent to the western fall of the







Australian Alps. Therefore, geographicalIy it is a location convenient for the
gathering of groups from all these surrounding areas. Gatherings in the high country
provided a means for groups whose territories were separated by geography but who
were linked by ancestry and culture, Intermarriage between tribal groups was
common, and thus gatherings provided the only opportunities for family groups and
individuals to catch up socially and participate in cultural activities with blood
relatives who had married into other groups (having a degree of equivalence with
white people travelling to see grandparents or aunties, uncles and cousins). For these
reasons gatherings in the high country were of great significance to Aboriginal
people.


High country gatherings were also an important opportunity for trade between groups
in high value items including food, medicines, weapons, bags, rugs, clothing as well
as sharing knowledge and news, Some highly valued natural resources available in
one tribal territory but not in others were of high trade value. Traditional Owners
identified that greenstone implements of Victorian origin had been found as far away
as the Northern Territory where greenstone does not naturally occur.


Traditional owner groups claim a strong connection to high country. They consider
the fact that groups would make difficult and arduous round trips, for some groups
exceeding 600 kilometres, on foot through natural landscapes is strong evidence of
the very great cultural and spiritual importance Aboriginal people placed on their use
of, and connection to, the high country. They affirm early European settler accounts
that gatherings were large in numbers (and prior to early contact, were larger than
many early settlers witnessed due to the decimation of Aboriginal populations by
white man diseases which spread tlitough Aboriginal groups following early contact
in adjacent areas).


As tribal groups travelling to high country areas for gatherings originated from many
different areas surrounding the high alpine areas, groups travelled along many
different routes. Many of the major road routes in use today (eg, Omeo Highway), and
access routes used by mountain cattlemen were routes originally used by Aboriginal
people to gain access to the high country. Additionally, difficult routes navigable only
on foot, often following rivers and tributaries tln'ough steep terrain to their source
areas were used.


In summary, Traditional Owners consider their connections to, and use of, high
country areas was extensive and of great cultural and spintual significance. Whilst
adverse winter conditions did not support occupation of high country territories
throughout the year* the summer seasonal population was significant with numerous
camps, gatherings and ceremonial sites active across the high country.







Use of fire while in and travelling to/from the high country


Whilst in and travelling to from the high country Aboriginal people used fire for a
range of purposes in accordance with traditional practice. Travel up into the high
country was on foot and took several days or weeks depending on how far away a
group was travelling from. Aboriginal people carried fire sources with them as they
travelled. Traditional Owners identified that this was notjust in the form of traditional
firesticks, but also in the form of smouldering coals, including a particular woody
fungus that smoulders for extended periods, carried in clay vessels. Fire was used as
they travelled to keep their favoured travelling routes open and clear of obstruction
by undergrowth. They gathered food sources as they travelled, and fire was used to
keep food-lines and favoured source areas along their travel routes productive. These
fires also served to signal to others their travel through the landscape. At places where
they camped along their travel route, fire was established to provide warmth, light, for
cooking and other purposes, and around which to congregate.


Aboriginal groups were travelling on foot in fire prone landscapes in late spring,
SUIT"ner and autumn. If the broad tracts of vegetation along their travel routes went
without fire for extended periods of time, such that fuels on the ground and in the
understorey accumulated, then groups could be exposed to potentially life-threatening
risks in the event of fire moving toward their location. For obvious self-protection
reasons, in late spring, summer and early autumn, Aboriginal people strongly
preferred travelling through recently burnt country. They thus burnt country through
which they regularly travelled to maintain safe conditions along their travel routes.


Therefore, along travelling routes fire was used for a much wider range of purposes
than just the 'campfire'. Unbounded burning was practiced for a variety of reasons
along travelling routes and around favoured campsites. These fires spread unrestricted
until they burnt out in areas where moisture was too high or fuel too sparse, or
weather intervened,


In the open grasslands and grassy woodland dominated areas of the alpine and sub-
alpine plateaus, Aboriginal people did not live on bogong moths alone. They gathered
other food (and medicine) sources including plant tubers and leaves, seeds and berries
(Daisy Yams being a rioted food source, supplemented by the rhizomes, corms, bulbs
and tubers of other alpine sub-alpine plants). The locating and harvesting of such
foods was made easier where source food plants could be easily seen and were in a
productive (not donnant) life stage. Aboriginal people used fire to promote the growth
of food-line plants and to maintain such plants in a condition that they were easy to
find (not crowded over by other vegetation) and in their favoured condition (eg. fresh
palatable leaves, healthy vigorous tubers). Aboriginal use of fire has been linked to
the gathering of Daisy Yams by Gott (1982, p. 64) "Aboriginal firing, which kept the
lightly timbered areas free of understorey, allowed light to penetrate and would have
promoted its growth".


Food gathering occurred during daylight throughout the areas where groups gathered
and camped errroute to gathering locations. The high country plateau areas had to
sustain significant populations at times when gathering activities were occurring, and







therefore food gathering efforts were riot limited to the immediate surrounds of camp-
sites and gathering sites. Food gathering occurred across the alpine and sub-alpine and
montane zones,


Sources of fire were also used in association with bogong moth harvesting. Helms
(1890; 1895) indicates that flaming bark brands were used to quickly collect moths
from aestivation sites. Flood's accounts (1980) indicate that moths were 'lightly
roasted' over a fire before rounded river pebbles were used to grind them up to form
'cakes'.


In summary, Traditional Owners indicate that their use of fire in the high country was
not limited to 'domestic' campfire purposes. They used fire more broadly during their
travels to the high country to keep travel routes safer and clear of obstruction by
undergrowth, and to facilitate gathering and hunting of their favoured food sources
along the way. In the alpine and sub-alpine zone they used fire across food gathering
areas to promote the growth and vigour of favoured vegetative food sources which
they consumed as part of a diet which was broader than just bogong moths


Extent and frequency of Aboriginal fire use in high country landscapes


It is not possible to establish quantitativeIy how much of the high country landscape
was burnt, and how often, by Aboriginal people prior to European settlement.


However, based on the knowledge that Aboriginal people used fire as part of their
daily activities, and used it for a wide range of purposes including for life-sustaining
reasons such as protecting themselves and maintaining food-lines, it is reasonable to
deduce from these facts that fire was used frequently while travelling to and within
the high country. Traditional Owners state that fire was a pan of their everyday
activities and was fundamental to their relationship with the land and their own health
and wellbeing


In terms of the extent of fire use, the significant number of Traditional Owner groups
gathering in the high country from late spring to early autumn, for' annual bogong
moth feasting and other gatherings, and the diversity of travel routes the different
groups took to travel up into the high country suggests that Aboriginal fire use would
have been at least as widely distributed as their travel routes and food gathering areas.


Once in the high country, the fact that Aboriginal people had a diet wider than bogong
moths alone, and as hunter-gatherers they sought to maximise the availability of their
food-lines in the landscape, then it is reasonable to assume that fire use in the alpine
and sub-alpine areas was significantly more widespread than just their campfires
Traditional owners state that they used fire in the high country landscape to facilitate
the gathering of vegetative and non-vegetative food sources, and to maintain their
food-lines for future seasons, They gathered foods for subsistence and trade, as they
were available, wherever they went.







erature cited


Although a literature review was not part of this work, some references to which were
raised by Traditional Owners have been identified, however these were riot all
available for review.


A model of Traditional Owner fire use in the Australian Alps


See next page,







Land-based basic survival needs


General needs


Land produces sufficient windy and
abundance of locally available food to sustain
population


Water quality In rivers provides good drinking
water and, avourable habitatfor aquaticfood
sources


Conceptual model of high country Traditional Owner fire use


Permanentltranslent camp areas and the Ir
Inhabitants ITraditlonal Own. rs) are riot burnt
ouVkllled by mres


Game animal habltar and vegetative food
sources are not burnt out across large
landscape areas causlng widespread, o0d
availability crlses


Travel routes are safe and clear to walk


Land Is in alntalned in a 'healthy' condition
maintalningthe wellbeing of 'country' andits
p. CPI.


Use fire across food gathering areas to CPUm co, he availability and
abundance of favoured food sources (idealIy promoting a range of
different foods and a continuous 100d supply)


Traditional Owner Fire Use


Use low ritensity firein catchments to mitigate against high
Inte awlmpad11 eS chich cause severe water q allty and aquatic
habitat degradation


Where necessary so fire around penmanenl and transient camp
areas to e in hatelhe possibility I a h gh ritensily I re un the camp
area


" s rid possible 10 establish quantitativeIy how much of the high country landscape cos burnt and how often. by Aboriginal
people prior 10 European settlement. Honever. we know that Ahariglnal people made extensive use o1. Bad ,revels through. the
high country thisloneal accounts o1 very large high country gatherings (500+) the ex SIenc. of ceremonial ates and stone
aristacts provide coiderice). Traditional Owlers state that fire ^as a parlor the r everyday activities finduding for life-"staining
reasons such as projecting themselves dunng travels and at campsites* and for in a nlain rig the availability of 100d. lines) orb ,as
fundamental to their relationship with the land ar, d their owl health and u. 11b. rig - they did riot change their culture then they
got to the high country.


In terms of the exlent of fire use, the significant number or tribal groups gathering in the h gh country from late spring to early
aulumn for annual bogong moth leastng and drier gatherings. and the diversity of Iravel routes tm different groups took to Invd
up Into the high country suggests that Aboriginal fire use could have been at least as vadely d sthbuled as their travel routes.


Once in the high country. Ihe fadihat Aboriginal people had a diet wider than bogor^ in"hs alone, and as hunter^alherers they
sought to maximise the availability of their f^-lines in the landscape. then It is reasonable to ass. line that fire use in Ihe alpine
and subalpine areas ^, 319nMcantly more "despr. ad than just lheir campfires. Traditional comers stale that they used fire in
the high country landscape to fadli^te the gathering or vegetative and non, -vegaalive, cod sources. and to maintain their food-
lines for future seasons. They gathered foods for subsistence Bad trade as they Mere available. therever they rent.


Use fire to maniai a in OSa c or game anima hadtats and growih
tages and mitigate against the occurrence of undespread high


intensity firelhat km SIarge numbers of game anima s and
hornogen cos habits and food source growth stages


Notes: Eaten an I


Use fire to reduce fuels nor travell rig group protect on} in areas
aligned with travel routes


Use fire to in nim co hig, Finpad f're exiremes ISIze and severity so
the cond t on of country is riot degraded over broad areas arxi thus the
veilbeing of people is not adversely in pacted
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Traditional Owner fire use - Landscape effects


dinonal wner bumin in th Australian


Grasslands:


Areas regularly or cydically used for hunting and gathering
food sources. or as travelling routes. are maintained in a
more frequently burnt condition. with frequency optimised to
favoured food source production (young and vigorous). Fire
frequency in less 'unil sed' grasslands is from lightning and
fires spreading Irom more frequently burnt areas.


^:
Areas regularly or cydically used rot hun, ing and gathering
food sources or as travelling roules are in a more Irequenlly
burnt condition. with frequency optimised to favoured food
source produdion. Areas around reinenenl and transien,
campsites are burnt as frequently as conditions al on
Summer wildfires burning into frequently burn, grassy
000dlands spread as low intensity fires in short open
dumped grass with negligible impad on over$10rey trees
reduced impac, on food-lines). Shrub cover is kept pa chy.


Montane forests


M ny montane forest areas rere not burnt. particularly those
with dense andor or me siC under storeys with abundant fuel
but f low flammability in most years. Burning ^as
undertaken in some grassy moritan. forest areas chore
these rele food source areas or travel rouies.


Ahahginal burning in more open. dryer forestcoodland types
adj cent to morilane loresl areas served 10 reduco the
unt nsity of summer wildfires reaching morilane for t areas.
This reduced the frequency or fires impeding morilane
to SIS. largely resinding and, eventsto occasion wit n
wildfires penetrated from adjacent roadlands in severe
drought years in under the influence of severe fire VCa, her.
Woodlands and drv forests with mixed dreadshrub
understorev;


Areas regularly or cydic. 11y used for hunting and gathering
food sources. or as travelling routes. re maintained in a
more frequently burnt condition. with frequency optimised to
Iavoured food source production. Fire frequency in 1.33
'utilised' roadlands is Irom lightning and fires spreading from
more frequently burnt areas
OVERA L LANDSCA EFFE T


Frequently used low intensity fire applied by Aboriginal
people (and also arising from lightning) in grasslands. grassy
coodlands and those open 0000/8ndl, oresl areas they
frequented to gather and hunt food .and to travel Ihrough.
created a mosaic of reduced fuel areas in the landscape
winch served to resind the spread andinlensity of summer
fires burning in adverse neather. These Aboriginal groups
that lived in. hunted and gathered food within and travdled
through the areas they frequen"y burnt rere afforded a
significant degree protection rom summer wildfires as Mere
the food4ines they accessed Iro the areas they managed
"th Ihe Virestick'.
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Preamble


Members of the Mountain Cattlemen's Association of Victoria (MCAV) claim broad
inter-generation al knowledge relating to the alpine landscapes in which they graze their
cattle. Since the early 1830's, they and their forbears have observed the effects of
gi. azing on vegetation across the geographicalIy diverse sites of their runs in Victoria's
high country. They have witnessed first-hand, fire behaviour and its effects in a variety
of seasonal weather conditions, in a variety of high country vegetation types, in a
variety of different growth stages. Mountain cattlemen have more than one and a half
centuries of making such observations, trying out different grazing management and
burning practices, and continually refining their practices based on their observations.
Contemporary natural resource management theory and terniinology calls this approach
'adaptive management'. Mountain cattlemen are among the most experienced 'adaptive
management' practitioners in Australia.


Knowledge accumulated over several generations of adaptive management has been
passed on from one generation to the next. It is simply not practicable to conduct
longitudinal scientific experiments covering the timesparis and variety of conditions and
circumstances that mountain cattlemen have observed over several generations.
Accordingly, MCAV believes their accumulation of knowledge gained from long term
adaptive management, should be afforded equal status to knowledge gained from more
formal longitudinal studies. This paper has drawn heavily on the mountain cattlemen's
accumulated knowledge on the links between gi'azing and low intensity burning on
vegetation and fuels, and in turn, on fire behaviour and risk in the high country.


General notes on interpreting the conceptual model and sub-models


In accordance with the project scope of work and specifications, GHD has organised the
information provided by MCAV into a conceptual model of traditional high country
grazing and burning and its effects on bushfire risk reduction. The conceptual model (on
the following page) presents a summarised, high level overview of how mountain
cattlemen's traditional grazing and burning practices impact the fuel characteristics of
the main high country vegetation groups, how this effects fire behaviour, and ultimately
how this translates to reducing bushfire risks across the higli country landscape. In the
conceptual model, numbered notations refer to more detailed sub-model descriptions:


Mountain cattlemen grazing practice (page 3)
Mountain cattlemen burning practice (page 9)
Vegetation/fuel impacts of grazing and burning (page 14)
Fire behaviour effects of grazing and burning (page 25)
Landscape bushfire risk reduction effects ofgi'azing and burning
(page 39)


The sub-models provide more detailed and explanatory descriptions of the key
components of the high level conceptual modal. These are compiled from MCAV's
inter-generational knowledge, as captured through three workshops, two field trips and
a number of one-on-one interviews and follow up consultations. Althougli a literature
review was not part of this work, some references to which GHD was referred by
MCAV members have been cited.


Sub-model I


Sub-model 2


Sub-model 3


Sub-model 4
Sub-models







Conceptual model of traditional high country grazing and burning: effect on bushfire risk reduction


Hiqh countrv veoetatlon state*


* upon arrival of pioneer cattlemen
000n Grassland areas: Flealthy openclumped
grassland. easy to walk/ride through. highly
palatable 10 SIock. kept open and short by low
intensity lightning fires and Aboriginal burning.
Grassv sub-alDine Mood!ands: (mostly snow
gum and black sally) Open cover of mature
trees (easy to ride through) with vigorous
open^lumped snow grass. favourable for
grazing. Low intensity lightning fires arxi
Aboriginal burning kept grassy understorey
open and easy 10 walk through.
Woodlands with mixed Grasslshrub
understorev: Taller mixed species starids al
lover elevations wilh grassy ur^erstorey with
stallered shrubs - easy to ride and move
cattle through. Unreslrairedlightning fires and
Aboriginal burning maintained grass
dominance; easy to move SIock through;
adequate feed for stock.
Other veoelalion riot crazed bv stock:


Scrub dominated rocky patches, forests with
tile grass cover.


.


Effect of orazino and qrazier burning
on neoetation and fuel characteristics,


00en Grasslands: Grass kepl short,
open-dumped and mostly green even
Ihrough summer. Grass response 10
grazing and burning was strong growlh o1
fresh green grass during Ihe growing
season. Inter-Iussock spaces were kept
open. favouring a variety of herbaceous
ground cover plants. Grazing and burning
inhibiled promfera!ion of woody shrubs,
maintaining dominance of grass and
diverse herbage.
Grass woodlands snow urn/blac


Sa!!XI: Grass kept short, open dumped
and mostly green. Sparserpatchy shrub
presence in understorey maintained.
Grazing and low intensity burning
prevented woodland 'thickening'
maintaining an open cover dinature trees
(regeneration of young trees was mostly
associated with occasional disiurbance


events such as higher inlensity summer
fires or after rabbit plagues).
Negligibleladder fuel between short grass
understorey and overstorey tree canopy
Woodlands with mixed rats/shrub


understorev: New-season grass grazed
short, rank grass remains. some shrubs
browsed but riot removed. Low-intensity
burning maintains a grassy understorey
dominated by young grass, and provenls
increasing shrub domination. Juvenile
shrubs may be killed in burnt patches. but
larger. adult (low-intensity lireiolerant)
shrubs remain in burnt and unburnt


patches. Burning chars bark on fibrous
barked Iress. and reduces leaf litter and
suspended bark (reducing ladder fuels).


reas where razin and bumin are


exduded: Snow grass clumps grow
accumulaling dead thatch with each
growing season. crowiing out inter-
fussock spaces and creating a dense
accumulation of finefuel (nammable
under a wide range of conditions). Shrubs
Increase in extent, cover and height with
ongoing absence of fire. A low frequency.
high intensity fire regime promotes
shrubby understorey thickening. Fibrous
barked EUCalypts accumulale nammab!e
bark and add leaflMig litter to understorey
grass and shrub fuels.


Grazino, land bumina21 Dracfice


Exleni: Grazing in grassland. grassy
toadlands and grassy forest extensively
across high country to above tree line.
GEzino cycles: At lower elevations - all year
round while everthere was sulfidentgrassio
mainlain stock condition. At higher elevations
(above ~Boom) stock laken up late sping and
broughl down as first big autumn frosts amved
Stockino levels: According 10 seasonal
conditions, stocked to level at chich herd
maintains/improves condition. Historical
stocking levels (when burning was allowed)
were higher than more recent levels.
Burnirro: Grazing conduded in conjunction
with ongoing patch-burning. Burning conduded
In grasslands. grassy 000dlarxis and 'bush
runs' therever rank grass or shrubs had
accumulated to levels sufficientlo carry low
intensity fire. There was no fixed cycle for
grazier burning - selection of palcheslareas for
burning has based on condition assessment.
Intervals between burnsin grasslandlgrassy
woodland, rerelypicallyaround 6-7 years in
119hlly or ungrazed areas. and around 4 years
in more rouiinely grazed areas.


Ve tationlhiel erre Is on fir
behaviou


Grazed Grasslands: Short. open-
clumped and mostly green grass will riot
carry fire even through summer. In
recent severe lire events (2003 & 2006).
many recently grazed open high country
grassland ar as did riot bum. provid rig
survivable re uge for stock. Irefighters.
an equipment. Fire may c DSS short
grazed areas as embers from forests
and woodlands.


Grassv woodlands Ianow aumlblack


Sa!!y)' In mature snow gum/black sally
stands with short grazed grass, fires
burning in exlreme weather will not bum
or reduce in behaviour to a low intensity
surlace grass fire. Raie of spread and
fire intensity are reduced by Irre low
grass fuelavailabilityand short structure,
and by the wind speed reduction effect of
the Iree canopy. The extent of full crown
scorch is s gn Iicantly reduced.
In recent extreme fire events, fire
behaviourin short recently grazed snow
gum stands has been reduced so as to
prevent significant tree mortality.
Woodlands unlh mined Dresslshrub


underSIorev. In grazed and lowintensiiy
burnt woodlands with mixed grasslshrub
understorey, summer bushfire behaviour
is typically reduced to a surlace fire
(significanUy reducing cronn fire except
on sleep uphill runs and high fuel
patches). Where grazing only is coined
out (no low intensity grazier burning) fire
behaviouris riot significan"y altered due
prindpally 10 nearsurface and elevated
shrub fuels and extreme bark hazard.
Areas where onzinc and fire are


excluded: Long-ungrazed and unburnt
snow grass will bum vigorously in a wide
range of coraditions when Ii e gets in to
dead thatch accumulations (abundant
very fine f uel chich is easily ignited)
Snow gum woodlands with long-un urnl
and ungrazed grass or shrubby
underSIOrey Can support cro"I fires and
will support a vigorous surlace fire like y
to result in complete and widespread
scorch and tree mortality. Long-un urnt
grassyl shrubby 000dlands may support
intense surface fires an Groan fires.


. ,


Landsca efireim act rid rl k


The effect of high country grazing and
traditional burning practices is to;


reduce the exienl to chich summer


bushfires spread in high country
Iarxiscapes (due to lowering rates
of fire spread). particularly reducing
the likelihood of fires crossing high
alpine plateaus
Ier^Ihening the interval betneen
high intensitylimpacifire evenls
significanty reducing the impact of
bushfires on thin-barked 000dland


tree species such as snow gum
winch are killed illhey sunerfull
crown scorch


significanUy reducing the extreme
soil erosion impacts that arise when
large scale highintensityfires
remove tree cover and burn long-
accumulated snow grass thatch at
high inlensity


- Increase the resilience of high
country ecosystems 10 summer
bushfires by avoiding large scale
fuelaccumulations. (slimmer fire
impads are patchier with greater
variety in fire intensity)
Increasing the opportunities for
control of unplanned summer
bushfires by Increasing the extent
and connectedness of low fuel
areas where fire behaviourwill


moderate allowing suppression
- Redudng the potential for


catastrophic fire impacts in
sensitive systems (co. moss beds
and peat bogs) by reducing fuel
around these such that summer
fires do nol bum into these IQatures


Note: For landscape scale risk
reduction benefitsto be realised.
alignmenland distribution of grazing
runs along a large extent of ridgel
plateau systems is required. Small
scale piecemeal grazing can only
achieve small scale localised risk
reduction and cannot achieve broader


landscape scale benefits . Grazing
without burning will significantlylimit
effectiveness.


reduction'







Sub-model I Mountain cattlemen grazing practice


High Country Cattle Grazing Practice:
Notes:


a. By necessity, practices vary from location to location according to local
conditions and circumstances. The gi'azing practice characterisation in this
sub-model outlines the most prevalent practices but does not attempt to
document the full variety of practices


b. Traditional hig}I country grazing practice was mextricably associated with
burning (see burning sub-model for mountain cattlemen burning practices)


Traditional grazing practice:


Where


Grazing occurred on licensed grazing runs which covered most accessible (not too
steep or heavily forested) high country areas. The following Victorian high country
landscapes, among others, have a history of high country grazing:


. Mansfield mountains


. Snowy range Wonnangatta Ti tree range


. Bogong higli plains


. Hotham-Cobungra high plains


. Dargo high plains Blue Rag


. Buffalo plateau


. Gibbo-Pinnibar range


. Upper Buchan range to Nunniong plateau


. Spring Hill, Mt Useful, Mt Skene


. Baw Baw plateau
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Grazing extended from private property down in the adjacent lowlands/valleys all the
way up to grassy high top areas above the treeline to the summits of all the major
mountains (about 1800m).


Generally, across the high country landscape, grazing leases were comprised of the
following broad vegetation groups:


. open grassland generally averaging from 5 to 20'0 of runs depending on
location (alpine grasslands and natural sub-alpine grasslands below the tree
line - eg in frost hollows)


. open sub-alpine woodlands (eg. snow gum (EMCu!ypi"s pawcj/loin) and black
sally (EUCo!ypit, s sie/inlaid) with a grass dominated understorey - generally
averaging 25 to 30'0 of runs (for some specific runs this can be as high as
'5, ,'


. the remainder of run areas were either:


grassy high elevation tall forest (eg. alpine ash, mountain gum), or
lower elevation mixed species woodland/dry open forest with mixed
grass and shrub understorey (ratio of grass to shrub cover strongly
influenced by burning history), or
vegetation unsuitable for grazing including montane wet forest, scrub
and alpine vegetation types.
Peat bogs/sphagmuin moss beds (which are mostly avoided by cattle)


INote: Grazing runs have been greatly reduced from traditional areas, with significant
step-change reductions occurring over time. These reductions have been in part from
the adaptive management of cattlemen, and in part due to changes in government
policyl


What:


Cattle grazed/browsed different plants at different times in a inigi. atory fashion.
Cattle prefer new-season, nutritious, 'sweet' young grass shoots to older grass. At
higher elevations (alpine and sub-alpine areas) the principal grass grazed by cattle is
snow gi'ass (Poa spp). At lower elevations Kangaroo grass (Themeda spp) and
Wallaby grass (AUStrodanthonia spp) are the principal grasses grazed in woodlands.
There are also increasing numbers of Sambar deer and horses grazing, which graze
some different plant species to those grazed by cattle


One study of high country cattle grazing habits (van Rees, 1982) identified cattle
favouring snow grass shoots early in the season (early summer), and young shrub
seedlings growing tips of some palatable shrubs, and forbs along with grass with seed
heads (in autuinn). In general, as preferred food plant biomass was reduced in easier,
favoured country, cattle progressiveIy moved into less favourable areas where they
had to work harder for their feed.


Cattle will by choice move to areas containing higher quality, more digestible and
nutritious feed. Active management of cattle is required to spread grazing effort
across less productive/ palatable areas of licensed runs. Cattlemen have to encourage
their cattle to move through favoured feeding areas to less favoured areas at the
furthest extent of runs (driving cattle and holding with salt licks) to spread grazing
across the fullest extent of a run.







Generally cattle will avoid less palatable vegetation types (eg. Alpine scrubs and low
nutrition value vegetation in rocky areas) and vegetation situated in difficult-to-graze
situations such as in alpine and sub-alpine bogs/mossbeds. If easier alternatives are
not available, they may cross alpine bogs to gain access to favoured sites, or to access
water (if water sources near firmer ground are not available), Peat bogs are observed
to be a favoured habitat and wallowing area for Sambar deer.
Southerly aspects are often avoided by cattle in the cooler months but grazed in the
middle of summer.


When:


Local climatic conditions prevailing in Victoria's mountain landscapes are the
priinary constraining factor affecting when licensed higli country grazing runs can be
used, Native glasses in high country areas respond to heavy frosts (typically
commencing in inid autumn) becoming frost-cured, losing nutritional value for stock,
and commencing their cold season donnancy period. Increasing snow cover and
sustained cold temperatures render the alpine, sub-alpine and montane elevations too
hostile for cattle. Therefore, high country runs above approximately 800 metres
elevation typically do not support cattle gi. azing from late Autumn until late Spring,
and all of winter.


The timing of when cattle are moved to different parts of the high country is variable
depending on a range of factors including:


. The effect of longer-term seasonal conditions (eg. drought, extent and amount
of snow cover) on landscape productive capacity;


. The timing of cyclic weather events (eg. late snowfall, early snow melt, early
frosts, late frosts* cold snaps and high rainfall periods)


. The condition of feed in home paddocks;


. The impact of pest animals (eg rabbits) on pasture availability
o When the spring flush begins people had their own indicators in their area


Decisions to move cattle from home paddocks (or low elevation runs) to high country
is invariably based on a condition assessment, by license holders, of the high country
runs to determine when they will be 'ready' and also the condition of the cattle and
home paddocks.


Traditional practice:
12 month leases were the norm, but high country runs are generally only
grazed from November to May June depending on season, individual and
elevation;
Some cattlemen grazed lower elevation runs all year round, others moved
stock to low elevation areas for winter especially lower elevations such as
below 800m


When cattle were up on high country runs, cattlemen regularly attended to
the cattle to move them around the run , at times remaining camped with
cattle for extended periods







How much - stocking rates:


The numbers of cattle taken up to different parts of the high country is variable
depending on a range of factors, informed by more than a century of inter-
generational knowledge and experience gained from long-term adaptive management.
Factors influencing stocking rate decisions include:


The numbers of stock owned/managed by the license holder in a season;
Seasonal conditions and feed availability in the licensed runs


Maximum stocking numbers for each run based are based on sustainable practice.
Typically, traditional stocking rates were higher than current rates. This is due to a
range of factors including license condition changes, but significantly also, the
reduction in extent and quality of grassy feed arising from the prohibition of burning,
active fire suppression, and a general reduction of low intensity burning in the high
country.


Stock moved up to the high country is typically a mix of older cattle and younger
cattle and calves. The older cattle, which have many seasons experience grazing in a
licensee's run, have accumulated 'local knowledge' of conditions and routes in the
runs. Younger cattle tend to follow the older cattle and thus learn froin their
experience. The result is that cattle rarely stray from a run, find their way to favoured
feeding areas more easily (and avoid not-so-favourable areas), and are easier to drove
to home paddocks because they know the way.


Stocking rates have reduced significantly over recent decades.


Case study examples:


Nunniong run supported up to 2000 head all year round prior to the
banning of grazier burning. Current stocking rates are up to 800 head
during a restricted stocking period typically now from Christmas to
25 May.


In the early 1930's, stock numbers on the Bogong High Plains were
estimated to be around 6,500 head of cattle. During periods of severe
drouglit, under relief grazing arrangements administered by the
Government, stocking levels were raised well above nonnal levels
with significant numbers of starving stock depastured to the Bogong
High Plains. In 1908 , cattle numbers on the Bogong High Plains
were reported to have been 12,000 head which was three times the
normal level at that time. In 1902 03 in addition to cattle it is


estimated 40,000 sheep were depastured on the Bogong and Hotham
high country (Canena, 1980).


Between the late 1930's and 1970's, stock levels on the Bogong
High Plains were cut back considerably.







Why?


There are a range of reasons why cattlemen have run, and seek to continue running
cattle in the higl'I country. These include:


. As a drought management strategy higher precipitation, cooler temperatures
and lower evaporation at higher elevations provide palatable grass cover at
times when drought affected pasture conditions on glazing properties at
lower elevations cannot maintain cattle condition and health. Movement of


stock to higher elevation native grasslands and grassy woodlands provides
drought relief, and allows a degree of recovery for low elevation pastures that
would otherwise be completely eaten out, exposing topsoil to erosion, and
requiring hand feeding of stock.


. High country glazing in Victoria's alpine region is a significant aspect of local
culture and heritage. Local communities value the grazing tradition, and the
people involved in high country grazing place a very high value on inter-
generation al connection to the land (and don't want to see high country
grazing knowledge lost);


. Tourism is a most significant contributor to regional economies, with the
image of high country grazing having iconic status (regional Iy, nationally and
internationally) and representing a significant drawcard for tourism. High
country grazing families are 'tradition bearers" whose activities bring
regional education and economic benefits extending well beyond their fann
gate.


. Cattle grazing within licensed runs is an important fire management tool
which provides a significant degree of mountain landscape fire protection
(from high intensity fires), well beyond the boundaries of individual runs.
High intensity fire-sensitive ecosystems, iconic within the Victorian Alps
environment, and to which mountain cattlemen are inter-generationally
connected are afforded a significant degree of protection by the occurrence of
cattle grazing.


. Cattlemen consider that sustainable high country grazing and grazier burning
can contribute to good public land management. Contemporary high country
landscapes are affected by weeds, pest animals, and illegal human activities
on public land, High country ecosystems have over many millennia, evolved
with and adapted to low intensity fires started by lightning and Aboriginal
people. Traditional burning by Aboriginal burning ceased more than 150
years ago, and over recent decades fire suppression with modern firefighting
technology has seen the vast majority of lightning-caused fires extinguished
such that they now bum only a small fraction of the area they used to cover
hence low intensity fire has been removed from high country landscapes to a
very significant degree. The grazing and burning practices of cattlemen
compensated to a significant degree for this removal of Aboriginal burning
and lightning-caused low intensity fires. Well managed grazing and burning
practices by cattlemen in high country landscapes can supplement taxpayer
funded public land management agency efforts to manage fire, pests and
weeds, and kee access for essential hi h country management o n and safe







to use. In particular, prevention of fuel accumulation on a broad scale
achieved through annual grazing and periodic low intensity burning is
important to prevent or reduce the occurrence of high intensity fires which
are a major threat to many alpine and sub-alpine species. Locally based
cattlemen with comprehensive local knowledge of local landscapes and
issues, and knowledge of how to graze and use fire in the high country, and
who spend a significant proportion of their time moving around in the high
country landscape are in an unparalleled position to contribute to good public
land management outcomes







Sub-model2


Mountain Cattlemen Burning Practice:
Notes:


a. By necessity, traditional burning practices vary froin location to location
according to local conditions and circumstances. The burning practice
characteris ation in this sub-model outlines the most prevalent practices but
does riot attempt to document the full variety of practices


Traditional high country erazier burning practice was inextricably associated
with grazing (see grazing sub-model in previous section). These burning
practices were ajined at maintaining native vegetation in the condition it was
found when graziers first moved cattle into Victoria's high country through the
nineteenth century (open grassy woodland areas that were easy to ride and
move cattle through, and which had a grass dominated understorey that was
attractive and palatable to cattle).


The current condition of high country grasslands, woodlands and grassy forest
types has been significantly altered by modem fire suppression, forced
cessation of grazier burning, rabbit and other pest animal plagues, and an
increasing recurrence of large high intensity wildfires. The condition of some
grassland, grassy woodlands, and formerly grassy forests has been altered to
such a degi'ee that it will now take previously unnecessary restorative burning
and grazing over significant areas and time periods to restore the health and
condition of these ecosystems to something approaching their fonner states.


Mountain cattlemen burning practice


Traditional burning practice'


Where:


Burning by cattlemen occurred on licensed grazing runs which covered most
accessible (not too steep or heavily forested) high country areas, and woodlands at
lower elevations. The following Victorian higli country landscapes, among others,
have a history of grazier burning:


. Mansfield mountains


. Snowy range Wormangatta Ti tree range


. Bogong higli plains


. Hotham-Cobungra high plains


. Dargo high plains Blue Rag


. Buffalo plateau


. Gibbo-Pinnibar range


. Upper Buchan range to Nunniong plateau


. Spring Hill, Mt Useful, Mt Skene


. Baw Baw plateau







Burning was conducted throughout most of the altitudinal range of Victoria's high
country, in lowlands valleys all the way up to grassy high top areas above the tree line
(about 1800m).


Graziers applied low intensity patch burning practices (typically burning some but not
all of the rank grass, understorey vegetation and leaflitter in grasslands and gi'assy
woodland/dry open forests) in the following systems:


. Some alpine areas above the tree line (above 1800 metres) very limited
burning in grasslands, mostly targeted to tussocky type grasslands on the
broader open plateaus;


. Most but not all sub-alpine woodlands and grassland ecosystems;


. Some grassy montane forest systems (including mountain gum and alpine ash,
in which grassy understoreys were kept open by grazing);


. Most but not all lower elevation mixed species woodlands and dry open
forests with mixed grass/shrub understoreys


Burning was undertaken across the major proportion of grazing runs to keep them
open (preventing shrub invasion) and producing young vigorous grass attractive to
cattle, Burning was undertaken in fire prone woodlands and dry forests below sub-
alpine areas to reduce the extent and intensity of summer fires moving from lower to
higher elevations where ecosystems are more sensitive to high intensity fire. Burning
was also undertaken along access routes, as stock were moved to lower elevations, to
keep routes open, preventing shrub invasion.


Burning was also undertaken, often at the higlier frequencies possible, in woodlands
immediately adjacent to home paddocks, cattleyards and property to reduce fire risk
to cows and calves in home paddocks, farm infrastructure and houses.


Grazing and burning was also undertaken along roadsides, reducing fire hazards for
communities, and maximising the value of roads as features from which summer
bushfire containment could be undertaken.


Burning was excluded from:


. More exposed areas of snowgum where the lower branches are very close to
the ground;


. Areas of juvenile snowgum regrowth typically snowgum needs to be around
20 years old before you can burn under it successfully (there needs to be a gap
between the grass and the snowgum canopy so the fire doesn't get into the
snowgiim crowns and full canopy depth scorch is avoided). Cattle grazing is
the best means of fire protection for juvenile snowgum;


. Juvenile alpine ash cattle grazing is the best way to protect young Alpine
Ash regrowth up to about 10 to 15 years old. Burning was not undertaken until
pioneer hop scrub understorey had died out.


. Riparian habitats in order to protect streams


. Alpine herb fields


. Mountain plum pine and scrubs on the rocky higher elevations


. Cypress pine dominated woodlands cattle grazing is the best protection
against high intensity fire in these areas.







What and how often:


Low intensity burning was conducted at a range of intervals in the following broad
vegetation groups:


. Some but not all natural open grassland areas in alpine, sub-alpine zones were
burnt periodically, depending on the extent to which grazing prevented the
accumulation of dead grass (more intensiveIy grazed grassy areas, grazed with
sufficient intensity to keep grass short and geen, were not burnt). In annually
grazed grasslands, burning intervals were typically in the order of around 6 to
7 years (some higher elevation alpine grasslands and more intensiveIy grazed
sub-alpine grasslands were not burnt at all)


. Alpine and sub-alpine bogs and moss beds were not burnt. Grassy areas on
higlier dryer ground around bogs were more often grazed than burnt as these
areas were kept green by grazing grass around bogs such that they wouldn't
carry a summer fire


. Most but not all open grassy sub-alpine woodlands (eg. snow gum and black
sally) with a grass dominated understorey were burnt. In annually grazed
gassy woodland areas, burning intervals were typically in the order of around
6 to 7 years (some more intensiveIy grazed sub-alpine woodlands were not
burnt at all). Lightly grazed or ungrazed woodland areas where rank grass
accumulation accrued annually were burnt at intervals around 4 years' Burning
interval depended on the amount of nammable fuel that had built since the last
burn.


. Some higher elevation montane forests with grassy understorey (eg. Mountain
Gum (E. da/Dimple"rid)) were burnt as frequently as rank glass sufficient to
carry fire accumulated, whilst grazing was preferred in fire sensitive Alpine
Ash (which has thick nammable fibrous bark and can be killed by a vigorous
glass fire ifit gets sufficiently hot)


. Most but riot all lower elevation mixed species woodland dry open forest with
mixed grass and shrub under storey in which stock grazed were burnt
periodically. Burning was in mostly in patches with different areas within a
run burnt each year, on a cycle such that most areas were burnt at intervals of
around 4 to 7 years, Bush runs closer to home paddocks were burnt at higher
frequency (4-5 years) and back country runs at lower frequency, typically 6 to
7 years'


Note: Burning in licensed runs has been banned in most areas since about the 1940's,
however, in some areas unofficial burning continued into the 1950's and 60's.


When and how.


Seasonal climate dynamics in the Victorian high country are the dominant influence
on when and how cattlemen undertook burning in diff;arent vegetation types.


A1 ine and sub-al me


winter (and often also in late autumn and early spring). Cattle and therefore cattlemen
were not normally present at high elevations at these times and therefore there was no
burning in the alpine and sub-alpine grassland areas during this period. As snow cover
receded progressiveIy in spring, soils in grassland areas were typically wet or moist
from melting snow, thawing ound and late winter early s ring rain. The spring


asslands: These areas are frequently under snow during







'thaw' is routinely followed by a flush of green growth which increasingly inhibits
burning and is the emergent food source for cattle later in the season. Accordingly,
alpine and sub-alpine grasslands were either burnt as early as conditions would allow
in spring before the post-thaw growth flush commenced or left until after autumn
frosts which bring about a step-change increase in gi. assland flammability. Burning in
spring before the gi. owth flush had the added advantage of promoting a vigorous
growth response in the new gi. owing season. Grazed grassland areas rarely burnt in
summer due to their low dead fine fuel content and high live gi'Gen grass component,
however ungrazed areas with accumulated dead fine fuel can carry lightning (or other)
caused fires in summer and into autumn.


Grass al ine and sub-al me woodlands: Seasonal fuel flammability dynamics in
grassy sub-alpine woodlands is very similar to sub-alpine grasslands, with the general
difference that woodlands at the lower elevations of the sub-alpine zone (where snow
cover is more intermittent and conditions are generally wariner than at higher
elevations) the grassy understorey may support fire for a longer period (from earlier in
summer to later in autumn). Burning in grassy sub-alpine woodlands was undertaken
mostly following the winter spring thaw or in autumn, but small isolated patches of
heavier fuel (where these were surrounded by low flammability short grazed areas)
were burnt during favourable weather in summer on mild days. Grassy sub-alpine
woodland burning was patchy (typically ranging from burning of small localised
landscape features such as knolls, up to broader areas extending to around I 00
hectares). Burning was targeted to areas with sufficient fuel to carry fire under Inild
summer or autumn conditions. Burning was carried out opportunistically (when
conditions were 'right') and intuitively (in areas where the grass/shrub condition was
considered to need burning to prevent it further accumulating fuel and declining in
value for grazing).


Lower elevation woodlands/d forest with mixed ass/shrub understore


Below the sub-alpine zone, woodlands and dry forests of the montane zone and
foothills typically have a variable mix of grasses, herbs and shrubs in the understorey.
At the time cattle were first introduced to these areas, a high proportion of these
woodlands and dry forests had sufficient erass cover that cattlemen found them
suitable for grazing stock and they used burning in combination with gazing to
maintain their open grassy condition.
Burning was undertaken mostly in autumn, and occasionally in spring. Burning was
unbounded. Previously burnt areas, and moist or green areas limited fire spread.
Cattlemen typically burnt from different bush tracks in successive years thus creating
a mosaic of burn-ages and areas within (and below) their runs. Without burning,
grass regeneration was not sufficient to keep cattle from moving out of bush runs.
Bums were mostly steady low intensity fires, however, at times, burns in drier country
could become more intense, especially on parts where fire ran up hill. However, dry
woodland forest species were well adapted to fire and suffered little damage from
spring or autumn bums as hot sections were limited to small areas. Steady low-
intensity bums maintained open grassy understorey conditions, however hot bums or
fires could promote shrubby thickening. Care was taken to minimise hot fire as this
could promote an increase in shrubs.







Fr uent woodland burnin around home addocks: The most frequently applied
burning was at lower elevations in woodland/dry forest areas adjacent to home
paddocks. Cattlemen knew well the threat posed by summer bushfires to their homes,
property and livestock remaining in home paddocks for summer (and to huts on high
country runs). Accordingly, many burnt woodlands and dry forests adjacent to their
properties infrastructure as frequently as they could. This burning was often
undertaken in early spring as soon as fuels were sufficiently dry to carry fire, so as to
minimise the dead fuel available going into summer.


Why did cattlemen burn and still wish to do so?


There are a range of reasons why cattlemen burnt in the high country. These include:


. To maintain the extent of grassy understorey conditions in woodlands and dry
forests to prevent increasing expansion and site occupation by shrubs (which
proliferate in the absence of fire or when a low frequency-higli intensity fire
cycle becomes established);


. To reduce space occupied by dead erass thatch and promote the growth of
fresh green glass shoots and herbage attractive to cattle;


. To maintain their licensed runs in an open condition through which they could
safely ride and move cattle;


. To protect sub-alpine trees sensitive to moderate/high intensity fire
{principalIy snow gum and black sally) from damage by summer fires;


. To promote diversity of grass, herbs and palatable shrubs upon which cattle
feed;


. To create a mosaic of low to moderate fuel areas in woodland and dry forest
areas to reduce the likelihood of large summer fires developing;


. To reduce the intensity and impact of summer fires occurring in low
elevations, moritane and sub-alpine areas;


. To provide areas in the sub-alpine landscape where cattle could be moved to
for protection/survival in the event of adverse summer fires,


. To keep access egress routes into and through the high country open and clear
to ride and move cattle througli.


. To provide a degree of landscape fire mitigation such that fires burning in
adverse summer conditions had a reduced area and severity of impact, and the
likelihood of spreading across high plateaus into adjoining valley systems
(where communities and property may be at risk) was minimized;


. To reduce the potential for widespread and severe post-fire erosion risks to be
created (which can exacerbate flooding risks, topsoil loss, water quality
degradation and water storage capacity reduction); and


. To prevent high country landscapes from becoming 'locked-in' to a low to
moderate frequency-high intensity impact fire cycle,


. To reduce the size and frequency of high intensity fires (which are bigger and
occur more frequently in the absence of landscape scale grazing and or
burning) thus protecting the high country from catastrophic impacts of
megafires







Sub-model3


Alpine and sub-alpine grasslands:


The effect of seasonal grazing on vegetation and fuel characteristics in alpine and sub-
alpine grasslands is to:


. Substantially retard the accumulation of dead grass thatch and dead herbage
within the grassland (increasing the proportion of live green matter relative to
dead matter);


. Keep the average height of the grassland short typically not much Inore than
ankle higli whilst providing for vanability in heiglit and structure;


. Preventing the development of uniform, high fuel load, seriescent state
grasslands across broad areas;


. Stabilise the distribution and density of shrubs in the grassland, preventing
invasion/increasing site occupation by shrubs (note this was not achieved by
grazing alone burning in conjunction with grazing was important for
preventing shrub invasion);


. Promote areas of open, short tussock grassland structure which provide
improved growth and reproduction opportunities for herbs and forbs that
occupy inter-tussock spaces;


. Maintain general site vegetation structure and conditions to which endemic
flora and fauna are adapted and providing fire refugia.


Without either glazing or periodic low intensity burning (intervals of around 4 to 7
years), or a combination of both, tussock gi'asses such as snow grass grow sufficiently
tall and dense (with dead grass thatch from many seasons growth providing the bulk
of the biomass) that they crowd and shade out inter-tussock spaces in which a variety
of small, low growing native herbs and forbs grow. Without access to light and with
diminished access to moisture and nutrients, this inter-tussock biodiversity becomes
depleted over time and the tussock grass health and condition declines.


Grazing and burning reduce the height of tussock grasses, and greatly reduce the
density of dead grass thatch thus maintaining an open, healthy and vigorous tussock
grassland in which the variety of other grassland biodiversity can flourish. Removing
low intensity fire from high country grasslands without compensating for fire removal
with another mechanism (eg gi. azing) to prevent widespread and dense accumulations
of dead grass thatch will result in negative biodiversity impacts (both for ground
cover species and for sub-alpine woodland canopy species which will inevitably be
exposed to high intensity fire).


See Panels I and 2 on the following page, depicting diffierences in grassland structure,
vigour and diversity with well managed grazing and burning (Panel I) and with long-
term fire and grazing exclusion (Panel2). See also Figures I to 3 showing photos of
sub-alpine grasslands subject to diff;=rent management practices.


Vegetation/fuel impacts of grazing and burning
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Panel ,. - High diversity, high vitality and high resilience grazed tussock grassland, Alpine and sub-alpine grasslands inaria ed with
summer grazing and/or periodic low intensity burning are maintained as short (not eaten-out) open clumped grassland with a highdivers, , of, , I , 'diversity of herbaceous plants in the open inter-tussock spaces. Lower fuel quantity with a higher proportion of live reen biomass
(relative to ungrazed grassland) makes grazing/mild-fire maintained grassland less fire prone in summer, and not able to support a hi h
intensity fire.
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Panel2 - Declining diversity, low vitality and low resilience long-ungrazed and unburnt tussock grassland. A1 ine and sub-al ine
tussock grasslands which have grazing and low-intensity fire excluded for long periods have inter-tussock spaces crowded and shaded o t
by dominant grass cover suppressing inter-tussock plant diversity. Grass tussocks seriesce and accumulate hi h uantities of h' hl
flammable dead thatch. Summer fires burning into long-ungrazed/unburnt grassland burn intensely with a long residence time adversel
impacting soils and high intensity fire-sensitive inter-tussock vegetation.
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Figure I Tall dense grass cover at 'Native Cat' grazing exclosure
Note the difference in glass heiglit and density inside the gi'azing exclosure to outside.
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Figure 2 Long-"rib"rnt and ungrazed snow grass fussocks (Snowy Plain, IISW)
Note the dense accumulation of dead fine fuel, and the lack of inter-tussock spaces for inter-
tussock species,
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Figure 3 Vigorous and diverse native grassland ill summer (Snowy Plain, NSW)


Note the lower grass tussock height (relative to ungi'azed grass); the higl'I live green to dead gi'ass proportion, and the presence of
inter-tussock plant diversity.







Grassy sub-alpine woodlands and montane forests:


The effect of seasonal grazing on vegetation and fuel characteristics in sub-alpine
woodlands is to:


o In the grassy understorey, the effects are as described in the previous section
on alpine and sub-alpine grasslands;


. In overstorey woodland trees the effects of seasonal grazing of the understory
include:


Maintaining favourable site conditions for tree growth (open tussock grass
allowing some sunlight to penetrate to inter-tussock spaces, and warming
soil temperatures during the day)
Maintaining a gap between grass and snow gum canopy (snow gum
canopies vary in height but at higher elevations canopy heights can be
quite low) by reducing grass heiglit and the action of cattle moving around
under trees reducing the accumulations of dead fine branch material in the
lower canopy
Thinning out emergent seedlings (tree and shrub) such that the widely
spaced mature tree characteristics of the woodland are maintained
preventing overcrowding and formation of dense regrowth thickets. Over
long time periods, enough seedlings survive to provide for replacement of
seriescing trees as they die


The combination of the above impacts increases the resilience of sub-alpine
woodlands to low-moderate intensity summer fire, as the vast majority of woodland
trees are mature and in a healthy condition with canopies sufficiently far above the
grazed grassland that the low intensity fire it may support in adverse conditions will
not have as severe impacts relative to those in ungrazed sub-alpine woodlands, This
facilitates ongoing survival of iconic old-growth snow gym woodlands, allowing trees
to live a full life span reaching late seriescence (as opposed to very large scale
destruction of old-gi'owth snow gum woodlands and replacement with vast expanses
of young dense regi'owth thickets which themselves are at very high risk of
destruction by the next high intensity fire, potentially before they reach maturity
(replacing natural seed source) and thus at risk of local extinction).


By far the greatest current threat to old-growth sub-alpine woodlands, andjuvenile
regrowth stands, is large scale high intensity fire. The most effective means of
reducing the threat to these iconic old-growth stands across broad areas is grazing
and/or low intensity burning. Old-gowth sub-alpine woodlands, which as a result of
very large high intensity fires occurring in the Victorian high country in 1998,2003,
2006 and 2009, are now grossly under-represented in conservation reserves. Recent
losses of old-growth snowgim woodlands are particularly acute across Howitt plain,
the Fainters, the Bogongs, and from Dargo up to Hotham. The greatest single threat to
these unique ecosystems is continuation of a land management regime that involves
neither grazing nor low intensity burning. Continuation of such a regime will lock the
high country into a cycle of recurring high-intensity fire (at much shorter intervals
than has occurred historically) with catastrophic consequences for sub-alpine
woodland and montane forest ecosystems. This threat is much more significant than
climate change, and will be exacerbated by climate change.
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Panel3 - Healthy, fire-resilient old-growth sub-alpine woodland maintained by grazing and/or low intensity burning, Old growth snow
gum woodland which has survived and flourished through more than a century of grazing and low-intensity fire can be killed by a single
high-intensity fire event. For a high intensity fire to occur, abundant grass and shrub fuel must accumulate in the understorey sufficient to
fuel a fire which results in complete canopy scorch, A short, open-clumped grass understorey, maintained by grazing and/or low intensity
burning eliminates the potential for high intensity snow gum killing fire within the subalpine woodland


High intensity fire in mature snowgum woodland
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Panel4 - Short to moderate interval, high-intensity fire cycles are the most serious threat to sub-alpine woodlands, Fires burning in
heavy grass fuels can be of sufficient intensity to kill mature sub-alpine woodland trees across broad areas. Resprouts from Iignotubers and
regeneration from seed is highly sensitive to fire and has a juvenile period of at least 1.2 years, A second moderate to high intensity fire can
kill young regrowth leading to catastrophic stand degradation and potentially elimination of tree cover and conversion to grassland or
shrubland.
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High intensity fire in juvenile snowgum regrowth
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Catastrophic degradation of snowgum woodland
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Figure 4 Old-growth snow gum woodland with prolific grass understorey


Figure 5 2006 fire-kitled snowgum woodlands
Ungrazed grass and shrubs are accumulating under these regenerating snowgum woodlands







Woodlands and dry open forest at elevations below the sub-al Ine
woodland and montane forest zone.


The effect of seasonal grazing and burning on vegetation and fuel characteristics i
lower elevation woodlands and dry forests is:


In the majority of dry EUCalypt woodland open forest types within current or
former high country cattle runs, grazing alone will achieve some reduction in
grass height and density. However, these effects become increasingly reduced
over time as, without burning, the availability of fresh nutritious grass
attractive to cattle reduces and cattle will not remain long enough, or in
sufficient numbers in such areas to maintain an effective level of ass fuel
reduction (they will move on looking for areas of better feed). Without
burning, and with declining grazing, shrubs increase their occu ation of the
understorey, with gi'ass cover declining further, thus exacerbating the
situation;


In the majority of dry EUCalypt woodland open forest types within current or
former high country cattle runs, low intensity burning on a cycle of 5 to 7
years, in an unbounded mosaic pattern, has the following effects on
vegetation and fuel characteristics:


Accumulations of rank grass not grazed by cattle are burnt in the burnt
patches, but remain in unbumt patches (i. e. they are not unifonnly
consumed across broad areas)
New season growth of grass shoots within burnt patches is promoted
providing sources of young green nutritious grass that will attract cattle to
graze


Small, juvenile shrub seedlings will be killed by low in tensit fire in burnt
patches, however remain unhamied in unbumt patches, and older, mature
low-intensity fire tolerant shrubs remain in both burnt and unbumt
patches, The overall effect is to maintain the presence of shrubs as a
sparse or patchy presence in the understorey (not to eliminate them),
maintaining grass occupation, and preventing increasing shrub
proliferation and occupation of the site.
Thinning out emergent tree seedlings such that open woodland/forest
structure is maintained (preventing woodland/forest thickening), but with
sufficient survival that canopy trees are replaced over the long terni.
Reduction (but not complete removal) in litter fuels on the ground and
suspended in low shrubs and grass clumps. This reduction is not uniform
(as it often is for high intensity fires) but results in patches of burnt and
unbumt ground within the area being burnt;
Charring of bark on fine fibrous-barked trees, mostly the lower trunk
section, but depending on burning conditions charring may extend further
up trunks to lower branches, especially during dry conditions
Maintenance of a fuel~gap between understorey fuels and the cano


See Panels 5 and 6 on the following page, depicting the transition from o en
woodland with mixed grass shrub understorey to a denser woodland dr forest w'th
shrub dominated understorey and a high intensity fire cycle,
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Panels - Open, high diversity, high fire resilience mixed species
woodland. Grazing and/or recurrent low-intensity fires maintain
grassy dry sclerophyll woodland and forest in an open condition with
healthy grass cover and shrubs present as a sparse or patchy layer.
Diversity of fire patchiness and intensity promotes high woodland
biodiversity.
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Shrubs increase occupation of understorey - intensefire inevitably occurs
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Panel6 - High intensity fire cycle established in formerly low intensity fire cycle woodland/forest. High intensity fire promotes prolific
shrub regeneration, grassland species presence in the understorey further declines, The altered woodland/forest composition and
structure promotes a moderate frequency high-intensity fire cycle (difficult to re-establish low intensity fire).
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Open grassy woodland in transition to shrubby woodland. With
ongoing absence of low intensity fire, shrubs and young trees
increase their occupation of the understorey, and build up seed
banks. Grass declines progressive Iy due to competition from
shrubs and trees. Woodland is more prone to high intensity fire.


High in tensit re cy e is established







Figure 6 Long-"riburnt in"xed species woodland with thickened understorey
This lower elevation woodland (around 500m) near Mt Djoandah is long-
unbumt. Shrubs have thickened in the understorey. Summer fire in this
woodland is highly likely to involve the shrub layer, with post-fire
response being further shrub layer thickening.







Sub-model4


Alpine and sub-alpine grasslands:


The effect of grassland vegetation structure and fuel characteristics modification,
brought about by seasonal grazing, on fire behaviour in alpine and sub-alpine
gi'asslands is to:


. Fire behaviour effects of grazing and burning


. Eliminate the possibility of short grazed, predominantly green grassland areas
burning at high intensity (if at all) during suminer bushfires. Annually grazed
alpine and sub-alpine grasslands (and especially those that also are low-
intensity burnt at around 7 years intervals) will be green during the peak of the
bushfire season, even during severe droughts (as the few annually gi. azed sub-
alpine grassland areas were in the severe Victorian seasons of 2003,2006 and
2009).


. Areas which are carrying a low quantity of cured glass (potentially into its
second summer without grazing or burning), which are drought and or
heatwave affected, may carry a low intensity, potentially patchy summer fire
under adverse fire weather conditions (depending on the deeree of grass cover
continuity and curing). For such areas to carry fire, fire would need to arrive
at the grassland from adjacent woodlands or forests as a vigorous surface fire
or massive short distance spotting.


. Areas with between two and three years accumulation of rank grass are likely
to carry a flashy, free running grass fire in severe summer conditions, and may
also burn at lower intensity in less severe conditions;


. Areas with more than three years accumulation of rank gi'ass are likely to
carry a hot running grass fire, Long-unbumt areas with high accumulation of
dead grass thatch may burn intensely for significant periods exposing soils to
significant levels of radiant heat which can adversely affect soil crusts and
inter-tussock herbs and forbs;


. Moderately dense scrub or heath dominated patches within grassland areas are
likely to burn at significantly higher intensity than surrounding grassland due
to the flammability of the shrubs themselves and the retention of rank grass
patches underneath which were protected from erazing by the scrub cover


. Herbaceous plants and orchids become prolific after fire (alpine daisy, trigger
plants, everlastings, billy buttons)


Suggestions that fire naturally self:extinguishes when it reaches alpine grasslands,
whether they are grazed or not, are incorrect. Fire reaching Howitt plain (elevation
around 1800 metres) in the 2006 alpine fires burnt as a free-running grass fire across
ungrazed alpine gi. assland, However, areas of grazed grassland can provide protection
to adjacent areas of ungi'azed grassland, as fire spread can be stopped at grazed areas,
thus preventing the fire from running into ungrazed erass areas.







Figure 7 2003 fire impact at a fenced plot on the Bogo"g High Plains
Note the higl'I proportion of grassland within the fenced plot which has been burnt only glass within the shallow moist drainage
depression remained unbumt. This contrasts strongly with the grazed gi'assland outside the fenced plot at which the fire has stopped.







Grassy sub-alpine woodlands and montane forests:


The effect of grassland vegetation structure and fuel characteristics modification,
brouglit about by seasonal grazing, on fire behaviour in grassy sub-alpine woodlands
and moritane forests is to:


. Eliminate the possibility of short grazed, predominantly green gi. assland areas
burning at higli intensity (if at all) during summer bushfires. Annually grazed
sub-alpine woodlands (and especially those that also are low-intensity burnt at
around 7 yearintervals) will typically be green during the peak of the bushfire
season, even during severe droughts (as the few annually grazed sub-alpine
woodlands were in the severe Victorian seasons of 2003,2006 and 2009).


. Areas which are carrying a low quantity of cured grass (potentially into its
second summer without erazing or burning), which are drought and or
heatwave affected, may carry a low intensity, potentially patchy summer fire
under adverse fire weather conditions (depending on the degree of grass cover
continuity and curing). For such areas to carry fire, fire would need to arrive
at the sub-alpine woodland from adjacent lower elevation mixed species
woodlands or forests as a vigorous surface or crown fire or via mass short
distance spotting.


. Areas with between two and three years accumulation of rank grass are likely
to carry a flashy, freely burning grass fire in severe summer conditions, of
sufficient intensity to cause significant mortality and damage to the sub-alpine
trees, especially at higher and more exposed elevations in the sub-alpine zone
where tree canopies are lower to the ground (as occurred in many areas during
the 2006 fires);


. Areas with more than three years accumulation of rank grass are likely to
carry a hot running grass fire which is likely to cause tree mortality across
extensive areas. Long-unbumt areas with high accumulation of dead grass
thatch may bum intensely for significant periods exposing soils to significant
levels of radiant heat which can adversely affect soil crusts and inter-tussock
herbs and forbs (as occurred across extensive sub-alpine areas in 1998,2003,
and 2006);


. In fire-sensitive grassy montane forests, particularly Alpine Ash stands,
annually grazed areas carrying short green grass can significantly reduce the
intensity of a fire spreading into the forest from adjacent fire prone woodland
or forest. Mature Alpine Ash trees standing over short green grassy
understoreys kept open and tramped down by grazing may survive the passage
of fire once the fire behaviour emerging out of the adjacent woodland has
moderated upon entering the Alpine Ash forest. However, if sufficient cured
grass is present to carry a hot running fire of sufficient intensity to ignite for
the woolybutt bark and burn up the bark sock, extensive mortality can be
expected.


A vital Iy important fact is that fire intensity within grazed grasslands and grassy
woodlands is sigriificantly lower than in ungrazed grasslands. This is self-evident,
with the fire intensity reduction effect observed first hand, on numerous occasions by
both cattlemen and firefig}Iters. It is supported by accepted scientific theory
(accordin to B am's uation for fireline in tensit , reducing fuel uantity by half







will result in a four-fold reduction in fire intensity). The fire intensity reduction effect
is even greater when fuel flammability differences (proportion of live green biomass
to dead flammable biomass) and grass fuel heig}It are taken into consideration.


This vital Iy important factor was omitted from any consideration in a recent stud (a
study upon which the findings of gove^ent inquiries and polic decisions h v
relied heavily) examining the extent to which grazing reduces fire impact in alpine
and sub-alpine areas. A comparative study of fire impact in gazed and un azed
alpine areas following the 2003 fires (Williams at a12006) in explicably onI
examined fire intensity in alpine heathlands. Given that the authors of the stud
concede that 'grazing does not appear to affect the abundance of the taller, shrubb
fuels, and indeed there is no obvious mechanism by which cattle could sub t t' n
reduce the abundance of such fuels in heathy communities' cattlemen consider I
astonishing that they only chose to examine fire intensity in those at ine ve etati
communities where grazing has negligible impact. Williams et a1 (2006) devised a
research methodology which avoided assessing fire intensity in ass ecos ste
(eg. sub-alpine woodland) in which grazing has the greatest fuel reduction impact.
With respect to fire occurrence differences in grazed and ungrazed rasslands, the I'
transect methodology used is highly sub-optimal, particularly given the jar e
landscape area of the sampling area ( 200 square kilometres) and the relatively small
number of grassland points sampled (only I 13). Spatial analysis using remote sensing
technologies, readily available at the time, is far superior for determinin at tern f
burning. The researchers indirectly acknowledge their methodolo deficienc is
in their statement that 'Further research is warranted on the patterns of bumin o th
Bogong High Plains and other high alpine/subalpine areas of Victoria and new S th
Wales. Air photos and other remote sensing images (e. g. Landsat) were acquired
immediately post fire, and are available for analyses of spatial patterns and
seventy. . . '. Figures 13 and 14 show actual burning patterns on the Bogong High
Plain as directly observed using Landsat satellite imagery (accessed throu h DSE's
Forest Explorer system via its public website). The burning patterns seen a ear to be
very different from the statistical results described by Williams at a1 (2006) as derived
from their line transect ground sampling.


Therefore, cattlemen consider that the researchers' key conclusion that 'the use f
livestock grazing in Australian alpine environments as a fire abatement ractice is not
justified on scientific grounds' (a conclusion heavily relied upon by Victoria's A1 ine
Grazing Taskforce) is tricky and misleading. It is not clear whether it means that the
body of scientific research is insufficient to justify a conclusion that azin is
effective fire abatement practice, or whether it is meant that there is sufficient
scientific evidence to justify a conclusion that grazing is riot an effective fire
mitigation practice in alpine environments.


A more correctly stated finding would be that there is insufficient scientific eviden
to fomi a reliable conclusion either way as to whether erazin reduces blazin . Th
study itself should only be entitled to claim scientific evidence for a lack of statist' I
difference in fire occurrence and intensity between ungi'azed areas, and the un d
components of closed and open heath within grazed areas (which is hardly surprising
since cattle largely avoid grazing those vegetation types).
This study was so seriously flawed in its design, and its conclusions are so In isle d'
that MCAV consider it is of no value other than confirmin that al ine sh b b
intensel dunn severe fires.







To evaluate how grazing reduces fire intensity, it is common sense that studies need
to examine the vegetation types in which grazing is most prevalent. A far more useful
and valid approach to examining fire behaviour differences between grazed and
ungrazed areas would have been to examine fire behaviour differences between
gi'azed and ungrazed sub-alpine woodlands where fire behaviour is dominated by
grass fuel, and therefore where grazing can and does have an impact. This can be
done by examining the extent and severity of canopy scorch, and rates of tree
mortality in grassy snow gum woodlands. Degree of crown scorch and tree mortality
is coininonly used in post-fire impact assessinent in EUCalypt dominated forest and
woodlands. Use of remote sensing technology has been applied and proven effective
in this application and is far superior to spatial extrapolation from a small number of
line transects with limited sampling points. Such a study could still be done today,
despite the passage of time since fires, by accessing and analysing readily available
remoteIy sensed imagery (before and after) of fire impacted areas.







SnO Plain 2003


Figure 8 Area of Snowy Plain burnt during the 2003 fires
On the left of the fenceline (highlighted using red dashed line) is a conservation reserve in which gi'azing
and burning are prohibited, extensive tracts of dead snow gum can be seen. On the right which is private
property used for cattle grazing, the snow gums have survived with canopies are intact.







Figure 9 2006/07 Raspberry Hill (Bogong High Plains) fire impact either side of a fencelime
Note how this snowgiim woodland fire has stopped abruptly at the fenceline. Where annual glazing has been maintained ( right side
of fence), grass was short and green halting fire spread. On the left side of the fence, glazing had ceased in 2005 in just two
glowing seasons sufficient grass had accumulated to fuel a fire of sufficient intensity to cause extensive canopy scorch in mature
snowgums which are now resprouting from epiconnic buds on those sections of their branches that were exposed to lower levels of
radiant heat. In 2003, fires petered out when they reached glazed areas of the Bogong High Plains, whereas in 2006 after grazing had
been ceased for 2 seasons, fire spread across areas previously protected by grazing causing extensive mortality and damage.
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Figure 10 Fire-killed old growth snowgum


Extensive tracts of old-growth snowgum woodlands near King Billy Hut were killed by higli
intensity fire in 2006, These woodlands were previously protected from fire by grazing which kept
the grassy understorey short and green. Abundant regeneration can be seen which will remain in a
highly fire vulnerable juvenile state for up 20 years, Prolific rank grass accumulation can be seen
amongst the fire-vulnerable snowgim regeneration. A serious, current and long-persisting threat
to this landscape is the loss of the snowgum woodlands which can be brought about by a single
grassfire which spread quickly covering large areas in a short space of tiine. The only viable
protection for the snowgum regeneration is grazing to create a short green grassy understorey
which cannot carry a fire.
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Figure 11 Cattle grazing jin a trial site
The short green grass in this trial site will not support a fire.
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Figure 12 Ancient old-growth snowsum (King Billy Tree)
This ancient old~growth snowgum has survived for centuries, including through dozens of droughts
and severe fire seasons, In pre-European settlement times it was protected by a fire regime
consisting of unrestrained lightning fires and Aboriginal burning. Since pioneer cattlemen brought
cattle to the snowgum woodlands more than 150 years ago, it has been protected by grazing. It has
survived Inariy low intensity fires throughout its long lifespan - none have been sufficiently intense
to kill it due to the low grassy fuels maintained by pre and European settlement land management
practices. With grazing now excluded from this area (with grass now accumulating as can be seen),
no low intensity burning, and continuing lightning fire suppression across the landscape, this
magnificent ancient tree and many more like it are at historically unprecedented risk of being killed
by fire.
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Woodlands and dry open forest at elevations below the sub-
alpine woodland and montane forest zone:


The effect of vegetation and fuel characteristics modification, associated with
seasonal grazing and burning, on fire behaviour in lower elevation woodlands and dry
forests is to:


o In the majority of dry EUCalypt woodland open forest types within current or
former high country cattle runs, areas which have been gazed only (most
areas due to license conditions prohibiting burning) will not have a significant
difference in fire behaviour relative to similar ungrazed areas. This is because
in the prolonged absence of burning reduces gi'azing value significantly, with
the result that bush run areas get sparsely gi'azed if at all, with shrub cover and
density increasing such that the fuel characteristics and hence fire behaviour
are little different from ungrazed areas.


. In dry EUCalypt woodland open forest types within current or former high
country cattle runs, grazed annually and burnt at low intensity on a cycle of 5
to 7 years, the following fire behaviour can be expected:


During extreme weather in drought years, fire may still spread through
these areas, burning through the older fuels within the mosaic and readily
spotting across very low fuel areas. However, the fire intensity and rate of
spread will be significantly lower than in ungrazed and unbumt areas
where very severe fire behaviour can be expected.
During typical summer conditions (not adverse weather in the extreme or
very high range) bushfires spreading into grazed and burnt cattle runs will
typically burn as a surface fire, being more vigorous in heavier fuel
patches, and on upslope runs, and spreading slowly as a low intensity
surface fire on down hill runs and lower fuel areas.


During autumn or spring, bushfires spreading into grazed and burnt cattle
runs will typically burn as a low intensity fire, achieving results not
dissimilar from prescriptions used in hazard reduction burning. Fires are
typically patchy, and if winds get up can escalate in behaviour, but
vigorous burning is likely to only be for a 2 to 3 hour period.


. In dry EUCalypt woodland/open forest types of the mountains where grazing is
excluded and which are long-unbumt (typically around 7 to 8 years in
unglazed woodland forest is sufficient time for high to very high fuel hazard
to accumulate) bushfires burning on severe fire weather days will exhibit
extreme fire behaviour over broad areas (as occurred in 1998,2003, and
2006). During less severe fire weather, such as that typically occurring on
average summer days, bushfires burning in long-unbumt dry forests and
mixed species woodlands can bum for extended periods of time remaining
alight until weather fronts bring elevated fire danger bringing about further
high intensity fires. Large bushfires burning in dry mixed species mountain
forests and woodlands with heavy fuels are very difficult to contain and may
bum for weeks or months. When large high intensity fires make high intensity
runs in mountain terrain, long distance spotting can occur as fire travels up
steeply slopes through montane forests. This can spread fires across int\jor
ridge systems to adjacent valleys.







Fire behaviour - landscape level overview


At the landscape level, the effect of traditional high country grazing practices is to
reduce grass fuel heig}It, quantity and flammability (increase greenness during
summer) througl'IOUt the alpine/sub-alpine grasslands, grassy sub-alpine woodlands
and grassy montane forest areas within grazing runs. This results in less sub-alpine
woodland, grassy montane forest, and alpine grassland being burnt during severe
summer bushfires due to the lower rates of spread in the reduced fuels.


Where there is good landscape scale connectivity of grazed alpine and sub-alpine
systems along major topographic features (eg. high plateaus and broad ridges) where
grass is short and mostly green, fire spread can peter out at these open grazed areas
preventing the spread of bushfire to adjacent valleys to the east and south, thus
reducing significantly the extent of area burnt. For example when traditional grazing
practices were occurring there, summer fires never crossed the divide between the
Howqua and Macalister valley systems.


In 2003, when extensive fires burnt a high proportion of the Victorian Alps at high
intensity, fire petered out when it reached gi. azed areas on the Bogong High Plain.


DSE Fire Severity Map - 2003 fires


The map extract (left), created using DSE s
on-line Forest Explorer system, shows the
severity of fire in the Mt Beauty
Hotham/Bogong High Plains area. Grazed
areas on the Bogong High Plain west of
Bogong High Plains Rd stand out as
having greatly reduced fire intensity (with a
high proportion of area not burnt at ally
while in adjacent ungrazed areas extensive
areas burnt at high intensity.


Formerly grazed area - grazing ceased
1991


Area summer grazed up to and
including 2003
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Figure 13 2003 Fire Severity Map - Bogong High Plains area


The broad grazed grassy plateau area of the Bogong High Plain remained largely
unbumt. Despite high intensity upslope fire runs burning approaching from the west
and the south, cattlemen and their cattle remained safe on their runs on the south
Bogong High Plain and on Mt Fainter, By contrast, north of Bogong High Plains
Road, where grazing leases had been tenninated since 1991 , fire severity mapping
shows intensity was much more severe, with only isolated green patches in drainage
de ressions remaining unbumt.
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Bogong High Plains - Post - 2003 fire satellite image (Landsat)
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Area bounded by blue is
area within which


Williams et ars
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were located


The satellite image shows patterns of fire extent and intensity. Unburnt and very low intensity burnt areas Igreenj make up a high proportion of the
grazed area. High intensity burnt areas (brown and black) make up a very high proportion of the ungrazed area . green patches are very small.
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Figure 15 Bogo"g High Plains following the 2003 fires
View west across Bogong High Plain towards Mt Iim in the distance. The area burnt was
on land from which cattle had been excluded for about I O years, The sharp fire edges
are the boundary fence between grazed and ungrazed land. The fire has gone out at the
grazed boundary and the adjacent grazed expanse of the Bogong High Plains has been
saved from devastating fire by the grazing of cattle. As can be seen, snow gum
woodlands and nammable heaths within the grazed plateau area remain unbumt.







Expanses of old growth high alpine and subalpine woodlands and heaths such as these
are now rare in the Victorian Alps.


In lower elevation mixed species EUCalypt woodlands and dry forests, where grass
cover is more patchy, with a greater proportion of shrubs in the understorey, and
having higher quantities of EUCalypt litter, the impact of gazing on fuels is less
pronounced. In these areas, burning at intervals of 4 to 8 years is required to prevent
shrub cover increases, forest litter accumulation, and maintain grass vigour. Fire
behaviour at these lower elevations is reduced in all conditions, however high
intensity fire can still be supported during severe weather conditions. When fire
weather conditions moderate, the lower fuels and more open structure of the
understorey supports lower rates of fire spread, and therefore the extent of fire is less
than what it would otherwise be when severe weather conditions return. The overall


result is that in grazed and low-intensity burning treated woodlands and dry forests,
the extent of severely burnt areas is less than in ungrazed areas with no low intensity
burning. Further, fire spread patterns in those areas burnt outside of the peak fire
weather conditions are patchier, with reduced consequences for erosion and
floralfauna survival and post-fire recolonisation.







Sub-model5


Landscape bushfire risk reduction:


At the landscape scale, the effect of high country grazing and traditional burning
practices is to reduce the risk of large scale high intensity fires (megafires). Risk is a
function of likelihood and consequence. Landscape bushfire risk reduction by high
country grazing and burning is achieved by reducing both the likelihood of such fires
and their consequences.


Landscape bushfire risk reduction effects of
grazing and burning


Reducing the likelihood of very large, high intensity fire events
(megafires)


Likelihood of hi h count fire i nition and s read


A major source of summer fires in Victoria's remote high country areas is from
lightning strikes. Lightning was the chief source of major high country fires in 2003
and 2006 and 2009. Systematically reducing fuels and modifying their condition (eg.
shorter greener grassy understoreys) in sub-alpine woodlands and lower elevation
woodlands and dry forests reduces the likelihood that lightning will strike areas
receptive to starting fires. Lightning strike fires start as point ignitions - usually a
lightning struck tree. To become a spreading fire (not just a partially burnt tree or
branch) there must be sufficient ground fuel in a combustible condition extending
from the tree to fuel the spread of fire.


When grazing is undertaken annually in sub-alpine woodlands, low fuel grass
understoreys under trees are typically short and green. Point ignitions such as
Iiglitning struck trees therefore do not find fire prone fuel to spread through, and burn
out as a small fire in a dead seasoned section of the tree trunk or branch. However, in
sub-alpine woodlands where grazing is excluded and no low intensity burning is
conducted, rank grass accumulates forming a taller, denser and more nammable fuel
bed. Cured grasslands are ainong the most flammable of vegetation types. When
lightning strikes a tree with prolific, cured flammable grass underneath there is a
much higher likelihood of a fire starting and spreading from the ignition point, than in
areas where grass is gi'Gen and short.


Conclusion: Grazing and burning reduces the proportion of lightning strikes
that start fire.







The likelihood that a fire will become Iar e and intense


Once a fire is ignited, the likelihood that it will become large and intense is a function
of four key variables:


Fuels: The extent of a bushfire prone area (how large an area the fire prone
fuel covers) limits the size a fire can achieve, and the quantity arrangement
and moisture content of fuel limits the rate at which a fire can spread and how
intense it can be. Therefore, large expanses of heavy fuel can generate larger
and more intense fires than smaller areas with less fuel.


2.


weather will strongly influence the size a fire can grow to and its intensity
(subject to the fuel constraints).
Topo;^raphv: The slope of land on which a fire is burning influences both rate
of spread in intensity. Up-slopes increase rate of spread and intensity, down-
slopes reduce them.


Su ression ca aci and success: Human efforts to contain and extinguish
fires can limit the extent that a fire spreads. The degree to which suppression
can be effective in limiting the size of a fire is heavily influenced by both the
rate of spread and intensity of the fire, as well as other capacity constraints
including access to suitable places in the landscape from which to safely
conduct containment and suppression, the strength, type, location and
proficiency of suppression resources.


Weather and topogi. aphy are not factors that can be controlled. Being strongly limited
by prevailing fire behaviour, fire suppression success has a dependency on fuel
factors. The more fuel available to a fire, the higher its rate of spread and intensity
will be, and therefore the more difficult it will be to contain. Limiting thresholds for
fire behaviour upon suppression success are relatively low (bushfires can exceed the
limits of human fire suppression capacity at a relatively low proportion of their
possible intensity range). Human fire suppression effectiveness is at its gi'eatest when
fire spread rates and intensity are at the very lower end of their possible range.
Therefore, for fires starting under a given set of weather, topogi'aphic and fire
suppression capacity conditions, the critical factor determining how large and intense
the fire can get is fuel quantity and condition, In grazed and low intensity bum treated
landscapes, fuels in recently grazed areas and in recently burnt areas can be
significantlylower than in ungrazed and unbumt areas. In the case of grass fuels,
cyclic grazing and/or burning has the effect of keeping a much higher proportion of
grass live, green and in a low flammability condition than in ungrazed unbumt areas.
When the availability of lower and less nammable fuel areas in the landscape covers a
significant proportion of the landscape, then the size that a fire can achieve in
prevailing conditions is significantly reduced as is the intensity (relative to an area
with no ^I. azing or burning treatment). Lowering fire rates of spread and intensity has
the additional benefit of improving the likelihood of suppression success.
Therefore, grazing and burning significantly reduce the likelihood that a fire under
given weather conditions and topography will become a large intense fire, relative to
the case for ungrazed and unbumt landscapes. This principle is widely accepted and
understood, and underpins the fire risk management practice of fuel reduction which
is accepted and conducted in every State/Territory of Australia, and indeed in all fire
prone continents on earth


Weather: weather influences both the rates of spread and intensity of a fire
The severity of weather that that prevails and the duration of the severe


3.


4.







An instructive example of how glazing can reduce the size and occurrence of
bushfires can be found in the semi-and rangelands of western Victoria and New South
Wales. Although these semi-avid landscapes have obvious differences from Victoria's
high country landscapes, they have a key similarlty that being that gi. ass is the primary
fuel in the grasslands and grassy woodlands of both environments.


Across the semi-and grasslands and open grassy woodlands, gi. azing is widely
practiced. Over many decades, the widespread annual reduction in grass fuel across
these semi-and landscapes has resulted in large fires being very rare. This is despite
the fact that locally prevailing climatic condition are highly conducive to fire (much
more so than the high country which has a much milder climate). As a result of
extensive erazing, the only times that large fires occur in grazed semi-and landscapes
is when well above average rainfall triggers prolific grass growth in a quantity that
cannot be grazed down in one season, and when subsequently the grass cures, very
large landscape scale fires can and have resulted.


The principles of this grazing and bushfire cycle in semi-and lands has strong
parallels with high country landscapes if the dominant fuel grass is grazed on a
broad scale, large scale fires are gi'eatly reduced, however, if conditions of widespread
cured grass are created, very large intense landscape scale fires only need ignition (eg
lightning) and adverse fire weather to occur. Given that both lightning and adverse
fire weather are certain to continue occurring in Victoria's high country, if avoidance
of large scale destructive bushfires is a desired goal, then reduction of grass fuels
across broad landscapes is a necessity. This is most effectiveIy and economical Iy
achieved by grazing and burning.


Given the very high proportion of old-growth sub-alpine woodlands and montane
forests in Victoria's high country that have been killed by a very short-interval
succession of large, high intensity and impact fires (1998,2003,2006,2009) and are
currently in a highly fire vulnerable juvenile regrowth state, the need for managing
grass fuels in these vulnerable woodlands and montane forests is paramount or further
fires may see tree cover lost or severely degi'aded.


Conclusion: Grazing and burning reduces the proportion of bushfires that grow
to become large high jintemsity fires.


Summer fire conse uence reduction for moderate-Intensit fire sensitive sub
alpine woodlands


Canopy tree species in sub-alpine woodlands and some grassy montane forest types
are sensitive to moderate to high intensity fires such as those burning in tall and/or
dense grassy fuels. Such fires readily kill adult trees which, unlike many lower
elevation EUCalypt species, are adapted to survive low intensity fire only. While sub-
alpine EUCalypt species do have epiconnic strands beneath their bark from which they
can resprout and regenerate their canopy, their bark is much thinner than lower
elevation species and therefore cambium death can occur at significantly lower fire
intensity. Low intensity fires however, such as those that burn in short, partially cured
grass (maintained that way by grazing and/or burning) will not kill most adult trees.
Hence in sub-alpine landscapes that have grazing and or low intensity burning
occurring across significant areas reducing the extent of high intensity fire occurrence,
there will be a wider variety of woodland ages, including old-growth stands which
have survived in the landscape without experiencing fires of sufficient intensity to kill
them.







By contrast, in sub-alpine woodland landscapes where neither grazing nor low-
intensity fires prevent accumulation of high grass/shrub fuels (such as in areas where
grazing is excluded, fire suppression is routinely practiced, and low intensity burning
is negligible or on a very small scale) large high intensity fires that kill old-gowth
woodlands can be expected (and have been experienced at frequent intervals since
1998). The result is much lower seral stage diversity in sub-alpine woodlands,
including significant under-representation of old-growth stands, and a high proportion
area in juvenile regi'owth stages higlily vulnerable to fire with local extinctions or
severe stand density deeradation a significant risk.


Conclusion: Grazing amd low intensity burnimg within and adjacent to sub-
alpine woodlands reduces the risk of severe, potentially irreversible damage by
fire, making these higher-sensitivity woodlands more resilient to summer fires,


Reduction in the conse uences of summer fires on soil erosion and water ualit


degradation and flooding impacts


Large, very hot fires which kill tree canopies, remove ground cover vegetation which
holds surface soil horizons in place, and induces soil hydrophobicity in some soil
types, create situations where very higli consequence erosion, flash flooding and
water quality storage capacity reduction can occur (eg. at Licola on the Macalister
River following the 2006 Alpine Fires), Annual gi'azing and a low-intensity burning
regime reduces the extent and intensity of summer fire events thereby reducing the
extent and severity of soil erosion and water catchment value degradation,
The cumulative consequences of well managed grazing and low-intensity burning
programs is far less than the consequences of catastrophic large scale high intensity
fire events that will continue to occur, potentially at unprecedented frequency if
grazing and low intensity burning are excluded or restricted to insignificant
proportions of the high country landscape.


Conclusion: Grazing and low intensity burning across a significant proportion
of high country landscapes reduces the soil erosion and water catchme"t
consequences of summer fires and reduces the risk of severe consequence
erosion, flooding and storage capacity reduction events occurring.


O Dr. unities for control of un Ianned summer bushfires


Significant reductions in the quantity and flammability of grass fuels in alpine/sub-
alpine grasslands and grassy woodlands reduces fire intensity and rate of fire spread.
Even under adverse fire weather conditions, when bushfires arrive at short grazed
open clumped green grassed areas, flame fronts are restricted from spreading -
continued fire propagation across such areas is by wind-borne embers only. In more
patchily selectively grazed and low-intensity burnt woodlands where sufficient
ground fuel remains to carry a surface fire, the fire rate of spread and intensity will be
slower and lower than for similar areas where there has been no grazing or burning.
These fuel reduced areas in the landscape, if they are of adequate extent and aligned
with access trails, can provide areas where fire behaviour moderation can assist fire
control efforts. Low fuel flammability areas in alpine vegetation communities and
sub-alpine woodlands oriented across summer fire paths can contain the passage of
fire across hi to s into ad'acent valle s when fire behaviour moderates fire in a







spot-over these areas during the short periods of time fires are making high-intensity
runs in adverse weather). Low fuel flammability areas in alpine vegetation
communities and sub-alpine woodlands oriented parallel to summer fire paths can
provide areas from which flank fires can be contained by bringing fire out to low fuel
areas or control lines. More intensiveIy glazed areas that are short and green (such as
large holding paddocks) can provide safety zones and anchor points for fire
suppression operations. Low fuel/flammability areas enhance fire control options
and can assist fire and land managers to reduce the area burnt by summer bushfires.


Conclusion: Grazing and low intensity burning across a significant proportion
of high co"intry landscapes improves fire containment options and effectiveness
which can significantly reduce fire impacted area.


Reducin catastro hic hi h in tensit summer fire conse uences on fire sensitive


ecosystems


A number of alpine and sub-alpine ecosystems exist in edaphic situations that protect
them from fires (eg. alpine/sub-alpine peatbogs/mossbeds). Accumulation of
flammable fuels adjacent to these fire-intoIerant ecosystems can significantly reduce
levels ofedaphic protection, In the case of alpine/sub-alpine bogs/mossbeds, as a
result of the drainage features of their landscape position soils are typically
saturated/moist and vegetation cover resistant to ignition by moderate to long distance
spotting. However, if fuels in adjacent grasslands and woodlands are heavy and in a
sufficiently flammable state to support a vigorous surface fire, fires can propagate into
the dryer margins of these features, igniting peat and dry sphagi'Ium moss domes and
spreading through marginalIy nammable groundcover vegetation. Where flammable
grass and shrub fuels are grazed or burnt at low intensity in areas surrounding fire
sensitive peat-bogs, running summer surface fires can be prevented from reaching
these fire sensitive locations.


Conclusion: The effectiveness of natural edaphic protection of fire sensitive
ecosystems such as alpine/sub-alpine peat bogs Innossbeds is maintained by
grazing in surrounding grassland/woodland and is weakened by exclusion of
grazing.


Important Note:


For landscape scale risk reduction benefits to be realised, alignment and distribution
of grazing runs along a large extent of ridge/ plateau systems is required. Small scale
piecemeal grazing can only achieve small scale localised risk reduction and cannot
achieve broader landscape scale benefits. Grazing without burning will significantly
limit effectiveness.







Figure 16 Severe erosion impact and risk at Watchbed Creek
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Fig"re 17 Repaired road wash-out on Macalister River
Following the 2006 fires, a major rainfall event in the Macalister River catchrrient
caused major damage to roads and resulted in unprecedented flood damage in Licola
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Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE)/
arks Victoria (PV) high country fire management model


Background


The general approach and systems applied by DSE and PV to fire management
planning and implementation in the high country are shaped by a range of drivers
including:


. Compliance with statutory requirements for the manageinent of fire;


. Compliance with statutory requirements for the management of conservation
values on public land;


. Compliance with statutory Occupational Health and Satiety requirements and
maintenance of public safety;


. Compliance with Victorian government policy frameworks;


. Contemporary community expectations that government planning processes are
transparent, and that members of the public have the opportunity to have input
to planning and decisions;


. Potential legal risks arising from use of fire which results in harm or financial
loss to others, particularly in light of increasing litigation trends in Australia;


. Manageinent within budgetary allocations


These requirements, along with the range, extent and distribution of people and fire
vulnerable assets within and around public land, make contemporary fire management
on public land a much more complex and resource intensive issue than was the case
30,50,100 or 200 years ago. Contemporary fire management planning processes and
operating practices are therefore necessarily different to historical processes and
practices.


General notes on interpreting the conceptual model and sub-models


In accordance with the project scope of work and specifications, GHD has organised
the infomiation provided by DSE and PV into a conceptual model of fire management
in the Victorian high country. The conceptual model (on the following page) presents
a summarised, higli level overview of how DSE and PV apply a risk management
approach to fire management. In the conceptual model* numbered notations ref^r to
more detailed sub-model descriptions:


General Risks and Constraints (page 3)
Application of fire management planning in the
high country (page 6)


The sub-models provide more detailed and explanatory descriptions of the key
components of the high level conceptual model. These are compiled from interviews
and face-to-face consultations. Although a literature review was not part of this work,
some references to which GHD was referred by DSE and PV staff have been cited.


Sub-model I


Sub-model 2







Contemporary risks to manage and
operating constraints I


Localeommunltios and holiday populations
dispersed through Ih. high country landsc. p.
at risk from bushfire impact


Permanent 00,110nrents, local businesses. and
highdependencyinfrastruct"re within high
country landscapes at risk horn bushfire Impact


Conceptual model of high country fire management by DSE I PV
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Culturel he titageitem. I'mny implaceable)
within high country landscap. s at risk from
bushfire impact


Natural values reserved in conservation
reserves at rlsk from high-30.0ri, y andor
frequency bushfire impact and requi^rig a
vandy of fin regi, ,res


Visitor experience enjoyment and regional
tourism business values which can be
adversely arrested by fires and post-fire
imparts


Risk Assessment


Consideration o1 human life. property and
infrastruciure risks (on and off public land):
Identification of locations where such values
at risk are situated. Information sources
include TOMiship Protection Plans, OESC
Bushfire Risk Landcscape Mapping: Victorian
Fire Risk Register; spatial infrastructure daia
and local knonledge.


Occupational heath and safety laws to be
complied with during fire nanag. ""nt adjv, lies


Reputation al rlsks for public land manager"nt
agencies arising from high^on soqu, me fins
and perceptions of too muchlnot enough
hazard manager, .nt


Consideration o1 cu lurel heritag assets the
local, on, fire-vulnerability and fox, in Ity o lire
hazards.


Significant legal action risks arising from high-
consequence"r's andlnc""inglitigation
trends in contemporary society


Fire Ecology Risk Assessment - based on
Ecological Vegetation Divisions (EVDs),
considers their theoretical Tolerable Fire
Intervals CrFls). tireir current post-fire age
classJgron!h stage dishbulions and
severity of recent fire impacts. lire
response calegohes and levelof
practicality for application of prescribed
burning. EVDs with long TFls are typically
considered for inclusion in Fire
Management Zones which exclude or
provide for resinclion of planned burning
EVDs which are tolerant of short to
moderate TFls are considered for inclusion
in Fire Management Zones in which
Ianred fire can be used


Public expec, adons for planning transparency,
public consultslion in planning process. s. and
for op. rational accountability.


Note:


A number of Ilese risks and constraints did not
exist. or exist 10 Ihe same extent and degree. in
times past wren different fire management models
prevailed in the high country. Current SOCietal
expectation is that all these risks are appropriateIy
managed.


Risk Treatment


Fire prevention programs: A range of
activities are undertaken to reduce the
Incidence of unplanned fires. These include
risk-based reserve CIOSLires. potential fire
generating activity resinaions. fire
awareness signage and educaiion aclivities,
deterrence and enforcement patrols. Many
activities are inIer-agency.


Fire mitigation pingrarns': Fuel
reduction programs are implemenled to
mitigate the behaviour and impacts o1
bushfires. Based on risk assessment
(covering lire. property and infraslrL, cture.
cullural and natural values). public land
areas are assigned to Fire Managemenl
Zones forthe purpose of idenlifying
appropriate bustfire mitigation works
programs. Areas Ismall scale) adjacentlo
lire vulnerable assels may be assigned as
APZs. Sirelegic locations Irrear settled
areas or across historica fire paths) where
fire control advantages and spotting
reduction benefits can be gained may be
allocated to SBMZs. Broader areas wirere
ecological risks are more prominent than
life and property impact risks, more fire
tolerant EVDs chich can be treated with
planned burning are assigned to the EMZ
Areas 1181 are considered fire sensitive
and would be negatively impacted by
planned burning are assigned to the
PBEZ.


Based on Ihe management objectives for
each zone. land management units are
identified and scheduled for planned
burning treatment through the Fire
Operations Planning process.


Consideration of access. controllinelfeature
availability and burn treatment difficulty
$3ues associaled wilh particularlandscape
areas. This is done prircipally by desktop
assessment of mapped features and tapping
into local krowledge of conditions and
issues.


Potent, al impact Issues beyond public Iarxi
bour^artes are also considered. wiih smoke
management tourism impacl issues key
considerations.


AIDine Treeless EVD:


Includes a range of alpine zone (and
frost hollow) Iussock grassland.
herbfolds. open and closed heaths.
These communities are considered 10 be
fire serialin ITFls: 55 - 120 years) and
therefore planned burning is excluded
(bushfire recurrence typically winin
TFls). Alpine landscape considered
mainmable only rarely in seere drought
Ihowerer. alpine shrubs are highly
nammable).
Hioh Altilude WetlandsEVD:


Includes peal bogs. mossbeds and feng.
Considered rery fire consibre CFFls: 90 -
. years). Planned burning e^laded: cry
low namnebilily.
Hinh aimude shrublandMoodland EVD


In dudes subalpine woodlands jinclud. ,g
snowgum). Considered fire consiliIC
(TFls 35150 - 125 parsi and therefore
planned burning is e, "Iuded (bushfire
recurrence typically xihin TFls). Grassy
or shrubby underSICrey can be highly
fiammable in drought years'
Tall Moist forest EVD :


Typically iru moritane zone on sheltered
aspeds (incl. Alpine Ash). Me siC or moist
grassy und rstor, y. Considered fire
serial, re CTF1$ 80 - 300 yrs) therefore
planned burning is eXElu ed ( us11fire
recurrence tunica Iy ' in TFls)
Footh, Is Forest EVD;


Tolerant of low and high intensity fires.
bul considered sensi!IQ 10 lire regimes
more frequent than 10.5 years. Mosty
zoned 10 allow planned burning.
OVERALL LANDSCAPE EFFECT


Alpine. subalpine and moritane zones
carry maimre-state egobibn and fuel
loads unless recenty burnt by bushfires
Regeneration is sensib^ to fire. but
genemllyonly prone to fire in severe
drought seasons. This residual risk is
managed through bushfire suppression.
Unless burnt rocen"y by bushfire, fire-
prone lower amude woodlands and
forests are IdealIy more than ,O years
since fire these can carry large high
Intensity fires in adverse CondtionS.
Resdua risks a e managed through
r paredness and response programs


Net^,:
APZ = Asset Pinteclion Zone


SBMZ = Strategic Bushfire Modemtion Zori
EMZ = Ecological Management Zone
PBEZ = Prescribed Burning Exclusion Zone
TFl = Tolerable Fire Interval


VD = Ecol icalV tanon Division


Preparedness and Response programs
This covers a wide range of adjvijies
irreluding community edLication. access and
facility maintenance. response canebi"ty
readiness Iseasonal and daily). and bushfire
responselinciden! management


Recovery programs. Post-fire recovery
programs including restoration of services.
community recovery assistance. suppression
works rehabilitation. and works to prevent
post-fire degradation in natural areas







Sub-model I


Protection of human life and public safety


Since the early 1800's, lands within numerous valleys and tableland systems
connected to the Australian Alps were progi'essiveIy occupied by European settlers,
Townships, villages and highly dispersed agricultural business were (and continue to
be) developed within the fire-prone Victorian landscape. Within the high country,
villages and ski resorts and infrastructure have been progressiveIy established. These
villages and townships, and public land areas experience visitation by holiday makers
during the bushfire season, and at other times, A wide range of roads, trails, camping
areas and walking tracks are used by both local communities and visitors'


With public land users, permanent residents of settled landscape areas, and visitor
populations present in high country landscapes throughout the bushfire season, public
land managers have legal and moral obligations to manage risks to the public from
fires that may start and or spread on public land. Due to the potential for extreme fire
weather conditions to occur during the Victorian bushfire season, and the large
distances that fires can travel in such conditions, it is desirable for fires to be
contained to areas where they do not threaten human life. Victoria's landscape,
settlement patterns and climatology do not always allow this to be achieved.


General risks and constraints


Infrastructure and built/business asset protection


Townships, villages, built assets on freehold/agricultural lands, and essential
infrastructure (eg, roads, bridges, power lines, pipelines etc) are dispersed throughout
high country areas. Bushfires starting in and/or spreading from public lands can cover
large areas, and have in the past resulted in large-scale impacts on built assets,
infrastructure, agricultural and natural resources and businesses. In conjunction with
maintaining public safety, public land managers have obligations to reduce the risk of
bushfires impacting and damaging infrastructure, built assets and business enterprises.


Natural values management


The fundamental purpose of national parks and other types of conservation reserves is
the conservation of natural values. This encompasses conservation of the physical
environment, natural processes, and the range of biodiversity values present. How
different biota respond to fire varies enormously, and there are both fire sensitive and
fire advantaged species existing together within landscapes. Fire management on
public land must consider the widely varying requirements of its component
ecosystems, managing fire regimes which conserve the variety of biodiversity values.
Fire regimes that result in diminished natural values are to be avoided.


Cultural landscape management


The conservation of cultural heritage values is an important objective of public land
management. Cultural heritage values also exist on private lands adjacent to public
land and these also require protection. Fire management on public land must therefore
avoid degradation of the cultural landscape.







Employee occupational health and safety


As an employer, public land management agencies have statutory obligations to
provide safe working environments and work practices. For public land managers
managing bush fire risk, this is particularly challenging due to the higlily dynamic
nature of environmental conditions and bushfires. Fire management activities
undertaken must consider the risks involved, and apply appropriate risk management
measures consistent with public sector requirements for safety management systems.


is it or experience enjoyment and tourism values


Visitors to conservation reserves seek a broad range of experiences. Visitor enjoyment
may be affected by fire (planned or unplanned) impacts. Smoke is also a significant
factor affecting visitor enjoyment and tourism businesses that utilise conservation
reserves of the landscape areas in which they are situated. Peak visitation/tourism
periods need to be considered in the planning of planned burning.


Smoke impacts within and outside the boundaries of public land


Smoke froin bushfires and planned bums can impact on a range of businesses and
communities, well beyond public land boundaries and neighbouring properties.
Smoke impacts from bushfires are typically more intense and can be of longer
duration than planned bums, however for some smoke-sensitivity issues timing is
important. Local issues associated with smoke from planned bums need to be taken
into account during the planning of planned bums.


Reputation al risk Ifor public land management agency and Government)


Fire management on public land within fire-prone landscapes is contentious and will
continue to be so for the foreseeable future. There are challenging reputation al risks to
be managed. Communities expect that risks arising from bushfires burning on public
land will be well managed. It is widely accepted by people with a well infomied view
that risk management involves the use of planned burning as a bushfire risk mitigation
measure, However, the matter of how much planned burning, where and how often is
the subject of divided opinion and intense debate. Reputational risks arise on both
sides of the debate. From groups that consider public land managers do not undertake
sufficient bushfire mitigation measures, public land management agencies and the
Government, can expect to receive strident criticism when bushfires impact
communities this will be particularly intense and public when lives are lost and/or
widespread property damage occurs. On the other hand, from gi'oups that consider
public land managers are undertaking too much planned burning, agencies and the
Government can expect equally strident criticism that natural values in conservation
reserves set aside for their protection, are being 'sacrificed' for no fire protection
benefit. Public land managers can also expect strident criticism for not meeting
Goverinnent targets, and Governments may expect criticism for under-resourcing the
agencies to which the targets apply, These reputation al risk factors require
consideration in strategic fire management planning.







Legal action risk


Bushfires can result in very significant financial losses and damage. Society
generally, is increasingly resorting to legal action to pursue financial compensation
for losses incurred during bushfires. Increasingly, public land managers are becoming
subject to such claims, with legal action being initiated by individuals, groups, and
more recently insurance coinpanies seeking to recover insured losses where they
bdieve public land managers have not acted reasonably to manage bushfire risk.
These legal actions can amount to very large claims, and the costs of defending such
claims can also be very significant.







Sub-model2


Specific Government directions which must be considered in Regional level
planning


There are a range of high-level direction setting or standards documents, approved at
Ministerial level, which public land managers must consider in fire management
planning:


A Iication of fire inaria ement Iannin to the hi h


country


cod^ practice
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Code of Practice for Fire Management on Public Land


Signed-off at Ministerial level.


The purpose of the Code is to promote the efficient,
effective, integrated and consistent management of fire-
related activities on public land for the purpose of
protecting huinan life, assets, and other values from the
deleterious effects of bushfire or inappropriate fire regimes,


The Code establishes minimum state-wide procedures and
standards to be applied for fire management on public land
in Victoria, in a logical Planning, Land Management
Burning, and Wildfire Prevention, Preparedness, Response
and Recovery framework.


.., .
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Living
ith Fire


Viaoha's Bushfire
Strategy


Living with Fire - Victoria's Bushfire Strategy


Signed-off at Ministerial level.


The Strategy provides direction and a framework to:
. Increase the area of Victoria's public and private land


treated with fire to reduce fuel loads, maintain
ecosystems and manage bushfire risk;


. Inform local communities engaged in bushfire
planning, preparedness, response and recover;


. Optimise firefighting resources available for planned
burning and response operations;


. Supported by improved land-use planning and adaptive
management by fire agencies
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VBRC Report
Recommendations accepted by
the Victorian Government.







Specific inter-agency (DSE and PVj guidelines for strategic fire management
planning


There are a range of inter-agency guideline documents, adopted by both DSE and PV,
agencies must consider in strategic fire management planning:


^
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mr upInarioNs
pin""ING


Fire Management Manual - Fire Operations
Planning


Sets out the standards, procedures and guidelines for
the planning of planned burns and non-fuel
Inariagement works. It covers the process to develop,
approve, distribute, publish and amend the Fire
Operations Plan (Fop), and includes mandatory
standards and formats.


guidelines a!Id procedures for
ecological burning
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Guidelines and procedures for ecological burning
on public land in Victoria 2004


This document outlines the principles, standards and
planning procedures for ecological burning on pubfic
land throughout Victoria.


The objective is to provide a practical and adaptive
framework to guide Inariagement decisions. These
are guidelines and are not prescriptive. They should
be interpreted in the light of local biodiversity and
fire information.
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Growth stages and
tolerable fire intervals
for Victoria^ native
vegeta ion data sets
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Fire and adaptwe management


Growth stages and tolerable fire intervals for
Victoria's native vegetation data sets


The report summarises how tolerable fire intervals
and growth stage attributes have been developed for
native vegetation across Victoria to create new,
spatialIy explicit data sets for fire manageinent
planning and fire ecology assessments.


It provides:
. the minimum and maximum tolerable fire


intervals for EVDs


. descriptions of growth stages for EVDs.


Other relevant documents to be considered when undertaking fire management
strategy development for the Alpine National Park include:
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Alpine National Park Management Plan
DSE Fire Risk Mapping for East Gippsland and North-east Fire areas
Datennination of sustainable fire regimes in the Victorian Alps using plant
vital atinbutss (2003)
Landscape Mosaic Burning Planning Guidelines (2009) [Working Draft]
OESC Busfire Risk Landscapes
Published Township Protection Plans


There are two key strategies (among others) undertaken by DSE and PV to manage
fire risk in the high country. These are bushfire mitigation strategies in the form of
planned burning, and fire preparedness and response operations,


Note: DSE's Land and Fire Management Division's primary strategy is to deliver a
planned burning program Iha! reduces Ihe Impqc! qfmq/'or bushyires on people (DSE
Fire Business Plan 2011 12)


Bushfire mitigation strategy and works planning


DSE and PV undertake a fire operations planning process which identifies:


. Fire management zones (strategic level planning)


. 3 year fuel management works programs (operational program level planning)


Planning is undertaken principalIy at District level (for Regional approval), by District
Planning Teams. At the strategic planning level, for each District it is necessary to
identify and map the following zones :


. Zone I - Asset Protection Zone (APZ)


. Zone 2 - Strategic Bushfire Moderation Zone (SBMZ)


. Zone 3 - Ecological Management Zone (EMZ)


. Zone 4 - Planned Burning Exclusion Zone (PBEZ)


The following planning process is followed to generate the zoriings:







Fire management zoriing strategy development


Information inputs:


Previous Fire Operations
Plan zoriing


State, Regional and District
planned burn area treatment
target allocation


OESC Bushfire Risk


Landscape maps


Township protection plans


Tolerable Fire Intervals and


Fire Ecology Risk
Assessment Maps


Local knowledge about
roads, trails and natural
features which can be used


as zone boundaries


aiming process to identify:
. where APZ are needed


adjacent 10 assets:
. where best to position


SBMZ to trioderate IiTe


development in the
landscape;


. tile location of burnetiie


EVDs (for EMZ)
, and non bLimable I;VDs


(for PI3EZ)


Essentially, the planning process used to develop the fire management zoriing maps is
a semi-structured, qualitative risk assessment process.


Once the strategic level fire management zoriing is developed, Fire Operations
Planning can be undertaken.


Application of fire management zoriing systems in the high country


The approach to identifying Asset Protection Zones (APZ) and Strategic Bushfire
Moderation Zones (SBMZ) in high country landscapes is not significantly different to
that applied more widely across Victoria. SBMZs take into particular account the
following factors:


Fire Management
Zoriing Map


proximity to settlements and vulnerable assets;
the extent to which spotting can be reduced from adverse aspects;
the location of roads and fire trails from which fuel reduction works can be


managed;
block sizes achievable and manageable in the landscape area;
proximity to recently burnt areas (planned or unplanned) to create connectivity
such that dimensions are appropriate to likely fire paths







The approach to identifying Ecological Management Zone areas suitable for burning
and Planned Burning Exclusion Zone areas is based largely on:


. Tolerable Fire Intervals identified for the Ecological Vegetation Division;
o Risk assessments based on recent fire history, particularly to take account of


where large bush fires have resulted in large areas with a high proportion of
particular EVDs being dominated by a single age class or growth stage.


As EVDs in alpine and sub-alpine areas are quite broad and encompass a range of
ecological communities with widely varying fire response attributes and tolerance, the
EVD based Tolerable Fire Intervals are somewhat limiting. Currently, appropriate
parts (i. e. EVCs) that make up particular EVDs where burning is riot appropriate are
incorporated within the PBEZ, with no planned burning considered in these
vegetation types.


In high country areas below the alpine and sub-alpine zones, in most areas EVD based
Tolerable Fire Intervals are similarly limiting due to the occurrence of large bushfires
in recent years (199798; 2003; 2006; 2009) across a very high proportion of the high
country. Therefore, Tolerable Fire intervals are reviewed locally and amended (to
shorter intervals than published in Growlh singes and tolerable/Ire In rerv"!SIbr
PictorioIs native vegetation dafu sets (Chea1,2010), to take account of the additional
risk factors arising from having very high proportions of EVDs in one post-fire age
class/glowth stage.


Fire Ecology Assessment maps are generated which factor in:


. The degree of intensity and patchiness of the most recent fire;


. How readily the vegetation type can be burnt;


. How the vegetation type responds to fire (eg dependent, influenced or
sensitive).


Fire Operations Plan Development


Information inputs:


Fire management zoriing
map


Updated fire history maps


Last burning season
pertbmiance review


Fire ecology risk assessment
maps


Annual burning area target
for District


Planning process to ideniify
lolling fuel rocluciion


operations litograni for next
Ihi. ee yeai'\


Draft Fire


Operation Plan


Approval process involvi_rig:


. Draft Fop approval by
Area Manager;


. Public consultation;


. Final Fop approval by
Area Manager.











Site-specific Burning Operations Planning and Operations


All burning operations need to be thoroughly planned in accordance with relevant
legislation, codes of practice, procedural instructions and guidelines.


Planned bum planning and implementation is carried out in accordance with DSE
^re Management Manual 10. I Prescribed Burn, hg (2008),


Future fire management planning


The foregoing sections describe the current state-wide process of fire management
zoriing and fire operations planning. DSE is currently conducting a project in the
Otways (called the Future Fire Management project) which aims to develop and trial a
new approach to fire management planning, ultimately to replace the existing
approach. The aim is to move from the current semi-structured, qualitative risk
Inariagement model, to a structured, quantitative and predictive risk management
model.


It is envisaged the Future Fire Management model being developed will enable fire
management planners to:


. Measure and predict the likely outcomes of current and future bushfire
management strategies in relation to impacts of severe bushfires;


. Introduce risk landscapes as the basis for strategic bushfire management
planning;


. Allow planners to respond to changes in the bushfire planning environment;


. Reduce severe bushfire risk efficiently for each hectare treated in planned
burning, facilitating improved resource allocation and achieve optimal risk and
ecological outcomes;


. Improve the resilience of natural ecosystems and the services they deliver;


. Infonn planning processes across the prevention, preparedness, response and
recovery framework;


o Optimise the range of values (eg. risk to human life, ecological resilience, and
water yield) and enable discussions on preferred actions


This project is only in the pilot stage, and therefore not currently operationalized
across Victoria.


Fire suppression


Bushfires starting in or moving into the high country are managed according to codes
of practice, procedural instructions and guidelines, and inter-agency protocols as
bushfires are elsewhere on public land in Victoria.


Planning for each fire suppression operation is tailored to the individual
circumstances of each fire. This planning is undertaken by the Planning section of the
Incident Management Team (IMT). Within the Planning section, for potentially
significant fires, a 'values team' may be assigned to identify specific values (eg.
commercial/economic, ecological cultural) to be taken into account during
suppression operations, Fire suppression operations do not always attempt to
minimise area burnt depending on the circumstances assessed by the IMT, decisions







may be made to bring fire out to existing fire containment lines features and this may
involve ground and/or aerial incendiary operations.


During late spring and summer a very high proportion of fires are responded to with
early and well resourced Initial Attack due to the high risk that uricontained fires may
be subject to severe fire weather at that time of year. Initial Attack efforts attempt to
contain fires to minimum area with minimal mechanical disturbance (noting that
failure of early Initial Attack while fires are small can result in large fires developing
which require much more extensive mechanical works for containment). The result is
that some proportion of fires (Iig}Itrimg-caused and human-caused) are restricted to
smaller areas than they would otherwise have burnt unrestricted.







